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ABSTRACT
The focus of this dissertation is on advanced development of the
boundary element method for elastic and inelastic thermal stress
analysis. New formulations for the treatment of body forces and
nonlinear effects are derived. These formulations, which are based on
particular integral theory, eliminate the need for volume integrals or
extra surface integrals to account for these effects. The
formulations are presented for axisymmetric, two- and three-
dimensional analysis. Also in this dissertation, two-dimensional and
axisymmetric formulations for elastic and inelastic, inhomogeneous
stress analysis are introduced. The derivations account for
inhomogeneities due to spatially dependent material parameters, and
thermally induced inhomogeneities.
The nonlinear formulations of the present work are based on a
incremental initial stress approach. Two inelastic solutions
algorithms are implemented: an iterative% and a variable stiffness
type approach. The Von Mises yield criterion with variable hardening
and the associated flow rule are adopted in these algorithms.
All formulations are implemented in a general purpose, multi-
region computer code with the capability of local definition of
boundary conditions. Quadratic, isoparametric shape functions are
used to model the geometry and field variables of the boundary (and
domain) of the problem. The multi-region implementation permits a
body to be modeled in substructured parts_ thus dramatically reducing
the cost of the analysis. Furthermore,it allows a body consistingof
regionsof different (homogeneous)material to be studied.
To test the program, results obtained for simple test cases are
checked against their analytical solutions. Thereafter, a range of
problems of practical interest are analyzed. In addition to
displacement and traction loads, problems with body forces due to
self-weight,centrifugal,and thermal loads are considered.
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NOTATION
A short list of notation is given below. All other symbols are
defined when first introduced. A few symbols have different meaning
in different context, but no confusion should arise. Matrices are
indicated by bold print throughout this dissertation.
AB,Bb,cb Boundary system matrices in assembled form
A_,B_,C_ Coefficient matrices of the stress equations in
assembled form
Cij(_) A tensor dependent on location of the field point
Cijkl,eCijklep Elastic and elastoplastic constitutive tensors
De ep
ijkl0Dijkl Elastic and elastoplastic constitutive tensors
E Young's modulus (in the Appendix, E represents the
complete elliptic integral of the second kind)
fi Body force
F(_ij ,h) Yield function
g Gravitational acceleration
Gij,Fij,Bijk Kernels of the displacement equation
Bijk,Fijk,Bijkl Kernels of the strain equation
G_ -_
ijk,_ijk,Bijkl Kernels of the stress equation
h The slope of the unlaxlal equivalent stress, equivalent
plastic strain curve
xvi
J_Jkl Jump term (free term) tensor
K Completeellipticintegral of the first kind
Kij,Lij Functions depended on the current state of stress
L( ) Linear differential operator
ni Unit direction normals
NT(_) Shape function
r0z Cylindrical coordinates of field point
R,Z Cylindrical coordinates of integration (Gauss) point
Sij Deviatoric stress
t. Traction
1
T Temperature change
Ti(x) Imposed boundary traction
ui Displacement
Ui(x) Imposed boundary displacement
x Refers to global coordinates of an integration point
x System vector of unknown boundary quantities
¥ System vector of known boundary quantities
a Coefficient of thermal expansion
xvii
= a(3_+2p)
6ij Kronecker delta
eij Total strain
e
eij Elastic strain
eh
ij Homogeneous part of elastic strain
lJ Inhomogeneous part of elastic strain
8m
iJ Mechanical strain
e_j Plastic strain
et
ij Thermal strain
Refers to local coordinate of an integration point
k Lam6 constant
k Incremental plastic flow factor
Shear modulus
Poisson'sratio
Refers to coordinates of a field point
Archimedes number
p Mass density
eiJ (Real) stress
xviii
a_j (Corrective) plastic part of initial stress
a_j Elastic stress
a_j Inhomogeneous part of initial stress
ao
iJ Initial stress
et
ij" Thermal part of initial stress
co Yield stress _
o° System vector of initial stress
_(_) Fictitious particular integral density
Angular velocity
Superscript o
c Components related to complementary function
P Components related to particular integral (not to be
confused with plastic component)
• (Incremental) time rate of change
Subscript
• Spatial derivative
i,J,k Indicial notation
i,j,k = 1,2 in two-dimensions
i,J,k = 1,2,3 in three-dimensions
i,J,k = r,z in axisymmetry
r,O,z Directions of cylindrical components
xix
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL REMARKS
Through the years, scientists have formulated mathematical
equations to describe the behavior of many physical phenomena in the
field of continuum mechanics. However, due to the complexity of these
equations, closed-form solutions are unobtainable for all but the
simplest problems. In developing applications, engineers must
therefore resort to approximate techniques for the solutions to
physical problems.
In the 1950s, the advent of the digital computer spurred the
development of new approximate techniques or 'numerical methods'.
Essentially, three numerical techniques evolved: the finite
difference method_ the finite element method (FEM)_ and the boundary
element method (BEM).
The finite difference method, which employed 'difference
equations' for the generation of equation system, was the forerunner
of these methods. However, the large size of the resulting equation
system and its inability to readily deal with irregular boundaries
limited its success.
A more powerful and popular approach known as the finite element
method (FEM) emerged. In this procedure the domain is divided into
discrete elements, and trial functions are used to approximate the
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functional variables across each element. Variational principles are
applied to obtain a best fit solution for an appropriate set of
boundary conditions. This method is very proficient in elastic and
inelastic stress analyses and reasonable success has been achieved in
dynamics.
Owing to their mathematical and numerical simplicity, the
development of these two methods was rapid. In contrast, the
development was slower for a more complex technique known as the
boundary element method (BEM). In recent years, however, researchers
have focused considerable attention on this method mainly due to its
advantages over the former methods. These advantages include: the
ability to solve three-dimensional problems with greater efficiency,
higher resolution results for stress concentration problems, increased
accuracy, and greater ease in application for problems of infinite or
semi-infinite regions. Moreover, the system equations are written
only at nodal points on the surface of the body of interest, rather
than throughout the entire domain. This leads to a set of equations
that is smaller than that of competing methods.
Two distinct, yet equivalent (Lamb, 1932) boundary element
formulations exist. An indirect method, which introduces a ficticious
set of functions as an intermediate step in the solution process, and
a more popular direct formulation, which utilizes all real, physical
variables. Essentially, both methods consist of transforming the
governing differential equation into a boundary integral equation.
The surface of a body is divided into boundary elements, and shape
functions are used to represent variation of quantities across the
elements in terms of their nodal values. These integral equations are
3
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integrated numerically, generating a system of equations at boundary
nodes. Standard solution procedures are employed to obtain results
for a prescribed set of boundary conditions.
1.2 THE HISTORICALDEVELOPMENTOF B_IN STRESSANALYSIS
The firstrigorouswork on integralequationswas publishedby
Fredholm in 1903. Since that time, extensive researchhas been
carried out by a number of researchers such as Kellog (1929),
Muskhelishvili(1953),Kupradze(1964)and Smirhovi(1964).The most
notableworkrelatedto elastostaticswas conductedbY Mikhlin(1957,
1964,1965).However, due to the complexityof findinganalytical
solutions, most of these early works were of mathematical nature
dealingin topicsof existence anduniqueness.
The advent of the digital computer brought about a change in the
usefulness of these mathematical formulations. The first application
in elastostatics by Jaswon and Ponter (1963) dealt with torsion in
elastic bars, A general elastostatic (direct BEM) approach based on
the displacement formulation derived from the Somigliana's identity
(1885) was established by Rizzo (1967). Further contributions were
made by Cruse (1969, 1973), and Lachat and Watson (1976). An
alternative, indirect, elastostatic formulation was developed by
BanerJee (1969), Butterfield and Banerjee (1971), Watson (1973),
Tomlin (1973), and others.
As the method developed, the analysis was extended to other
areas. Cruse (1967) pioneered the study on transient elastodynamics,
and Rizzo and Shippy (1977) laid forth an efficient procedure to
account for steady-state body forces such as centrifugal and thermal
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loadings. Kermanidis (1975) produced the first elastic, axisymmetric
formulation, followed by Cruse, Snow and Wilson (1977) who extended
the axisymmetric analysis to include thermal and centrifugal body
force effects. And in 1979, Nigam (1979) introduced an axisymmetric
formulation capable of handling non-axisymmetric boundary conditions.
It soon became apparent that material nonlinearities, in the form
of initial stress (or initial strain), could be incorporated into the
elastic analysis through a volume integral in a manner analogous to
body force, and therefore, quasi-static algorithms for plasticity and
creep analysis were developed. Swedlow and Cruse (1971) presented the
first elastoplastic BEM formulation, followed by Riccardella (1973)
who is credited with the first two-dimensional formulation. Further
development by other workers followed: Rzasnik and Mendelson (1975),
Mendelson and Albers (1975), and Chaudonneret (1977). These authors,
however, overlooked the strong singularity present in the domain
integral of the interior stress rate equation. In 1978, Bui (1978)
presented a correct treatment of this integral and indicated the
existence of the free term. Nevertheless, this integral was strongly
Singular and the numerical integrationwas still difficult.
Banerjee and co-workers developed a two-dimensional (BanerJee and
Mustoe, 1978), elastoplastic BEM formulation and were the first to
extend the analysis to three-dimensional (BanerJee, Cathie, and
Davies, 1979)land axisymmetric (Cathie and Banerjee, 1980) media. And
in 1982, Cathie and Banerjee (1982) presented a time independent
inelastic analysis. Their work is unique in the sense that the stress
rates are calculated via numerical differentiated displacement rates,
and therefore, the strongly singular domain integral is avoided. The
method is computationally efficient, however, some accuracy is lost in
the numerical differentiation.
Mukherjee and co-workers also have concentrated considerable
effort in this area. Their contributions included: a time-dependent
inelastic analysis using power creep; and the constitutive relations
due to Hart (Mukherjee and Kunar, 1978); and the implementation of an
axisymmetric visco-plastic analysis (Sarihan and MukherJee, 1982). In
addition, they have presented an integral equation for stress rates
written as a function of a gradient of initial strain rates which
eliminates the appearance of the strongly singular Lebesque integral
over the domain in favor of a weaker volume integral.
Other researchers, such as Telles and Brebbia (1981), Kobayashi
and Nishimura (1980), and Telles (1983), have presented formulations-
and have solved aovariety of plasticity problems.
The most notable advancement in stress analysis via the boundary
element method is:.the development of the general purpose, three-
dimensional, dynamic and inelastic, stress analysis program - BEST3D -
developed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
by Banerjee, Wilson and Miller (1985), Banerjee and Ahmad (1985) and
Banerjee and Raveendra (1986). Highlighted in this work is the use of
isoparametric quadratic shape functions for modeling the yariation of
functions over the boundary elements and volume cells. In addition,
the system includes a sophisticated numerical integration scheme
(Banerjee, Wilson, Miller, 1985) and a multi-region facility.
The BEST3D system contains the most advanced plasticity analysis
to date. AVon Mises model, a two-surface model and a thermally
sensitive anisotropic plasticity model, are all contained in the
system. Furthermore, an iteration acceleration scheme is used to
reduce the number of iterations needed for convergence.
All the aforementioned plasticity formulations are based on
iterative procedures that work successfully, but often takes unduly
large number of iterations to converge to the correct solution,
particularly in problems involving a high degree of nonlinearity such
as the loading close to the collapse state of stress when significant
amount of plastic zones develop. It was to this end that Banerjee and
Raveendra (1987) presented the first direct or 'non-iterative' two-
dimensional elastoplastic analysis which is comparable to the variable
stiffness method in the finite element analysis.
In any thermal stress analysis, it is important to account for
the variations in elastic modulus. In 1968, Rizzo and Shippy (1968)
presented a BEM formulation for inhomogeneous elastic inclusions.
More recently Tanaka and Tanaka (1980) introduced a thermoelastic
formulation for inhomogeneousmaterial. In this analysis the material
parameters are independent of temperature, and vary only as a function
of position. Finally, Ghosh and Mukherjee (1984) presented a two-
dimensional iterative formulation for thermoelastic deformation of
inhomogeneous media. In their work, they assumed the shear modulus
varied linearly with temperature. In spite of these efforts the
problem of elastic inhomogeneity remains essentially unresolved.
1.3 SCOPE OFT HE PRESENT WORK
Once considered an analysis for mathematicians, the boundary
element method is now accepted in the engineering community as a
powerful and versatile tool for solving practical problems. In many
applications, the boundary element method has proven itself superior
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to other numerical methods, particularly in three-dimensional linear
analysis. However, further refinement is necessary if inelastic
boundary element analysis is to assert a similar claim. The primary
objective of the present work is to rectify some of the deficiencies
in this area. Furthermore, in this dissertation, considerable effort
is put forth in extending all formulations to their axisymmetric form.
The realization that many stress analysis problems of industrial
interest are axisymmetric in nature, and the fact that the
axisymmetric analysis costs a fraction of the three-dimensional
counterpart, makes the axisymmetric analysis an invaluable tool.
To better appreciate the new boundary element formulations
presented in this dissertation, the conventional BEM formulations for
elastic and inelastic thermal analyses are first presented in Chapter
2. Included is a comprehensive look at the details of axisymmetric
inelastic stress analysis.
The need for only surface discretization is a significant
advantage BEM has over other methods requiring full domain
discretization. However, this advantage is partially diminished in
thermal and inelastic analysis where volume integration is required.
To rectify the matter, a new formulation, based on particular integral
theory is developed. This new procedure, incorporates the body force
effect into the boundary element system without additional surface or
volume integration. Application of the method for gravitational,
centrifugal and thermal body forces is presented in Chapter 3 and in
Chapter 4, the formulation is also extended to the inelastic analysis.
In Chapter $ one of BEM's greatest deficiencies is addressed;
that being its inability to deal with material inhomogeneities. Both
natural material inhomogeneities as well as thermally induced
inhomogeneities are considered for both linear and non-linear thermal
analysis.
All formulations of the present work are implemented into a
general purpose, multi-region system capable of local definition of
boundary conditions. Quadratic isoparametric shape functions are used
to model the geometry and the field variables of both the boundary
element and volume cells. In Chapter 6, a variety of linear and
nonlinear problems are presented. In addition to displacement and
traction boundary loads, body forces due to self-weight, centrifugal,
and thermal loads are considered. In most problems, the body of
interest is sub-structured for a multi-region analysis. This
dramatically reduces the time and cost of the analysis as will be
discussed.
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CHAPTERTWO
CONVENTIONALBOUNDARYELEMENTFORMULATION
FORELASTICANDINELASTICSTRESSANALYSIS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the conventional formulation of the boundary
integral equations for elastic and inelastic thermal stress analysis
is presented. In addition to the two- and three-dimensional
formulations, the axisymmetric case is also developed. The body
forces and nonlinear effects are incorporated in these formulations in
the conventional manner through volume integrals or addition surface
integrals.
After a brief discussion on the elastoplastic constitutive
relations, two BEM algorithms for the solution of inelastic problems
are described. The first algorithm is an iterative Procedure which
includes a time saving feature which reduces the number of iterations
needed for convergence by utilizing the past history of initial stress
rates to estimate the values of the initial stress rates of the next
load increment. The second algorithm is a direct procedure similar to
the variable stiffness approach in the finite element method. This
procedure exploits certain features of the constitutive relationship
to express the unknown nonlinear initial stress rate tensor as a
scalar quantity which then can be eliminated from the boundary
equation system through a back substitution of the (modified) stress
rate equations.
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The axisymmetric, two- and three-dimensional formulations are
implemented in a multi-region code which utilizes quadratic
isoparametric shape functions to model the geometry and field
variables of the boundary and domain of the body. Numerical
implementation procedures are briefly discussed, including techniques
that are used to calculate coefficients of the integrals over strong
singularity points on the boundary and domain of the body. Finally, a
number of examples are included to demonstrate the accurac_ and
convergence of the plasticity algorithms.
2.2 BOUNDARYINTEGRALFORMULATION
2.2.1 GovernlngEquations
The governing equation of stress for a body in equilibrium with-
domain V and surface S can be expressed in a cartesian system xi as
aij,j + fi = 6 (2.1)
i,j = 1,2 fox two-dimensional
i,j = 1,2,3 for three-dimensional
where _ij = eij(x) is the stress tensor,
fi = fi (x) represents the total contribution of al! body
forces present, and
the comma indicates spatial derivatives.
Throughout this dissertation, when the dimension of the problem is
irrelevant to the point of the discussion, three-dimension will be
assumed. Solutions of equations (2.1) are subject to boundary
conditions:
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u.1= Ui(x) on S1 (2.2a)
or
ti = _ij nj = Ti(x) on S2 (2.2b)or
a compatible combination of the two on S3 (2.2c).
where S = S1 + S2 + SS,
u. is the displacement vector,l
ti is the traction vector,
nj is the boundary normal vector,
Ui(X) are the imposed displacements, and
Ti(x) are the imposed tractions.
In equation (2.2b) we have used the Cauchy traction relation
ti = eij nj (2.3)
and displacements are related to strain via
gij = 112 (ui,j+uj,i) (2.,4)
The (total) strain tensor 8ij can be decomposed into an elastic
strain _ o
lj and an initial strain _ij
e o
8ij = sij + 8ij (2.5)
The elastic strain is directly related to stress through the elastic
constitutive relations
e e
_ij = DijklSkl (Z.6a)
e
e_j = Cijkl_kl (2.6b)
where
D_jkl= 2_ 6ik 6jl + k 6ij 6kl (2.7a)
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J
°+
Ce 1+ v
ijkl = -E- 6ik 6jl - E 6ij 6kl (2.7b)
6ij is the Kronecker delta
k and p are Lam_ constants
E is the modulus of elasticity, and
is Poisson's ratio
e e
Note: D . = (2.8)
ijkl Cklpq Sip 6jq
De Ce
ijkl and ijkl are symmetric with respect to (iJ) and (kl)
The initial strain, by definition, is the difference between the
total strain and the elastic strain. The initial strain occurs from
various effects, such as plastic deformation, thermal loading, or
strain present in a body before loading occurs. In a thermoplastic
analysis, initial strain will be defined as the summation of plastic
strain 8_ t
lj and thermal strain _ij
o _p t8.. = + (2.9)iJ ij _ij
Substituting equation (2.5)into equation (2.6)yields a relation
between total strain and stress
e o
_iJ = Dijkl _kl - eij (2.10a)
e o
_ij = Cijkl _kl + 8iJ (2.10b)
where
o e o (2.10c)
_iJ = Dijkl 8kl
Substituting equation (2.4) and (2.10a) into equation (2.1)
produces the governing differential equation of equilibrium in terms
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of displacement, body force, and initial stress:
(k+_) uj,ij + p ui,jj + fi = e_J,j (.2.11)
This is the Navier equation with an initial stress term present.
2.2.2 Two- and Three-Dimenslonal Integral Formulation
In deriving the boundary integral equations for general elastic
and inelastic analysis, we consider an elastic body under two distinct
equilibrium states. The first state (ui, ti , fi' e_j, _ij) will be
-ti' econsidered the real state, and the second state fi,sij, _ij)
will be considered an arbitrary state.
The following integral statement can be inferred from equations
(2.6)and symmetry property of Deijkl
- e ;-e
_ij 8ij dV = sij eij dV (2.12)
V V
Using equation (2.5) this equation can be rewritten in terms of total
strain as
; ;e ; o
_ij eij dV = sij eiJ dV + _ij 8ij dV (2.13)
V V V
Using equations (2.6b), (2.10c), and the symmetry property of
De
ijkl we can show
-- o ;-e o
_ij sij dV = sij eij dV (2.14)
V V
Substituting this result in equation (2.13) gives
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dV + j eej dV (2.15)
V V V
Employing equation (2.4) and utilizing the symmetry property of
the stress tensor, equation (2.15) is transformed into
I- I-e I-°°
_ij ui,j dV = ui,j _ij dV + eij eij dV (2.16)
V V V
Applying the divergence theorem to the first two terms of the
above equation and substituting equations (2.1) and (2.3) into this
result we arrive at
[_i(x_ui(x)d_.[_i(x_ui(x__v=_-eui(x) ti(x) dS
S V S
+ ui(x) fi(x) dg + 8ij _ij dg (2.17)
V V
In the absence of initial stress, this equation reduces to the
celebrated Betti's reciprocal work theorem.
We now define the arbitrary, elastic stress state to be
equivalent to the state of stress given by the Kelvin point force
solmtion for point force ek(_) acting at _i"
fi(x) = 5(x,_) 8ik ek(_)
(x) = Gik(X,_) ek(_) (2.18)
Ue
sij(x) = Bijk(X,_1 ek(_)
K.(x)_= Fik(X_) ek(_)
where
8(x,_) is the Dirac delta function, and
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Gik, Bijk, and Fik represent the displacement, strain and stress
at point xi in an infinite space due to a unit point force at _i
(both the two- and three-dimensional functions are defined in the
appendix). Noting the properties of the Dirac delta function, we
can show that
;_i(x) ui(x) dV = ; 6(x,_) 6ik ek(_) ui(x) dV = Uk(_) ek(_)
(2.19)
Substituting equations (2.18) and (2.19) into equation (2.17) and
using the orthogonality property to separate the three independent
components (and cancelling the ek(_))0 the displacement at point _i
can be expressed as
Cij(_)ui(_)= ; [Gij(x,_) ti(x)- Fij(xo_) ui(x)]dS(x)
S
o
+ ; Gij(x,_) fi(x) dV(x) + ; Bikj(X,_) _ik(X) dV(x)
V V (2.20)
where Cij(_ ) = 6ij for a point in the interior of the domain. When
point _i is brought to the boundary xo, Cij(x o) must be derived from
the singular treatment of surface integral involving the Fij kernel.
The resulting tensor function Cij is depended on the subtended angle
of the tangent plane at xo. For a point on the smooth surface Cij =
1/2 6ij" The surface integral involving kernel Fij in equation (2.20)
must be treated as a Lebesgue integral.
The integral equation for the strain at an interior point is
found analytically by substituting equation (2.20) (with Cij = 6ij)
into the strain-displacement relations, where differentiation is with
respect to the field point _ :
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sij(_) = ; [G_ij(x,_)tk(X)-F_ij(x'_)Uk(x)]dS(x)
S
. " (2.21)Gkij(x,_)fk(X)dV(x ) + ; sBklij(x,
V V
By introducing this result into the stress-strain equation (2.10a) the
stress integral equation is derived:
_ij(_) ;= [Gkij(x,_)tk(X)-F_ij(x,_)Uk(X)]dS(x)
s
Gkij(x,g)fk(X)dA(x) + _ Bklij(£,_)C_l(X)dV(x) (2.22)
V V
The kernels G_ _ c
Fki j and Bklij are defined in the Appendix.kij
The last integral in equations (2.21)and (2.22) is strongly singular
and must be treated as Lebesgue integral. Treatment of these
integrals is discussed in subsequent sections.
Due to strong singularities in the kernel functions, equations
(2.21) and (2.22) are not used for calculations of stresses and
strains on the boundary. Instead, an alternate procedure will be
presented in later sections.
2.2.S AxlsymmetrleIntegralFormulation
The axisymmetrieboundaryintegral equations can,bederived
from the three-dimensional BEM equation (2.20) which satisfies the
governing differential equation (2.11). In principle this is
accomplishedby: recastingthe three-dimensionalBEM equation in
cylindricalcoordinates;applyingappropriatetensor transformations;
and integratinganalytically to remove the angular (8)dependency.
However,once the axisymmetricdisplacementkernelGij is known, the
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LFij and Bijk kernels can be derived an alternate way starting with the
solution (the Gij kernel) for the displacements due to a ring load
intensity (Cathie and Banerjee, 1980). The strain due a ring load
(the Bijk kernel) is obtained by substitution of the Gij kernel into
the axisymmetric strain-displacement equations, where differentiation
is with respect to x. The surface traction due to a ring load (the
Fij kernel) is found by introducing the Bijk kernel into Hooke's law
and multiplying by appropriate normals.
The axisymmetric form of the displacement integral equation
can then be expressed as:
Cij(_)ui(_)= f [Gij(x,_)ti(x)-Fij(x,_)ui(x)ldC(x)
c
+ ; Gij(x,_)fi(x)dA(x) + ; Bikj(X,_)_k(X)dA(x) (2.23)
A A
i,j,k = r,z ,
where
o expressed in radial and axial components,ui' ti' fi' and _ik are
Cij = 6ij for interior points and is dependent on the surface
geometry at _ for boundary points, and
Gij , Fij and Bijk are defined in the Appendix.
Note that the surface integration is over a curve dC and the
volume integration is over an area dA. Furthermore, the 2_R term
which appears after integration in the 0 direction has been absorbed
in the kernels. The domain integral need only be evaluated where the
initial stresses are non-zero.
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Axisymmetric integral equations for stress and strain at interior
points are derived in a manner analogous to the two- and three-
dimensional case.
2.S NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The integral equations discussed in the preceding sections become
of practical interest only when numerical techniques are employed for
their solution. It should be noted that these integral equations are
exact statements, and any error in the final BEM solution is caused by
approximations in the numerical implementation.
The numerical implementations of the integral equations consist
of: discretization of the surface of the body (and domain when
necessary) and discretization of the integral equations; numerical
integration; assembly, and solution of these equations.
2.S.1 Discretizatlom and Numerical Integration
Discretization- The body under consideration is divided into
discrete boundary elements and, when applicable, volume cells.
Quadratic isoparametric curvilinear shape functions, presented in
Appendix I, are used to approximate the geometry and the field
variables over the boundary elements and volume cells in terms of
their nodal values. After discretization, the boundary displacement
equation can be expressed in the following manner.
M
Cijui(_) :m=l} [ {m Gij(x'_)NY(")dSm] t-_
M
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PP
(_ik)_p (2.24)
p=l P
where i,j,k = r,z
M = number of boundary elements,
P = number of volume cells,
NY(_) represents shape function of boundary elements, and
N_(_) represents shape function of volume cells.
Summation over y and _ is implied.
The bars indicate nodal values and the integration coordinate x
has been expressed in !ocal coordinahes _ via the above shape
functions.
The stress equation can be discretized in a similar fashion:
M
=}[
m=l Sm
M
m=1 Sm
P
p=l VP
P
. }[ J'v ° c,,_3) €_.25)P=I PBklij(x'_)N_(n) dVp] -o _p
A similar discretization of the strain equation is possible,
however, the implementation is unnecessary. Once the stress state at
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a point is known, the strains can be calculated by a direct
application of the constitutive relation.
Numerical Integration- The complexity of the integral in the
discretize equation necessitates the use of numerical integration for
their evaluation. The steps in the integration process for a given
element is outlined below:
I. Using appropriate Jacobian transformations (given in
Appendix I), the curvilinear line element, surface element
or volume element is mapped on to a unit line, a plane unit
cell or a three-dimensional unit cell, respectively.
2. Depending on the proximity between the field poin_ (_i) and
the element under consideration, there may be element sub-
division and additional mapping for improved accuracy
(BanerJee and Raveendra, 1986).
3. Gaussian quadrature (Appendix I) formulas are employed for
theevaluation of the discretized integral over each element
(or sub-element). These formulas approximate the integral
as a sum of weighted function values at designated points.
The error in the approximation is dependent on the order of
the (Gauss) points employed in the formula. To minimize
error while at the same time maintaining computational
efficiency, optimization schemes are used to choose the best
number of points for a particular field point and element
(Watson, 1979).
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2.3.2 Treatment of the Singular Integrals
The integration of the kernel functions are singular and require
special attention when an integration point (x) coincides with the
field point (_).
The Displacement Equation - The integrations of the Gij and Bijk
kernels of the displacement equation are weakly singular under this
circumstance and can be integrated numerically using element
subdivisions near the singular point (Banerjee and Raveendra, 1986).
On the other hand, the integration of the Fij kernel of the
displacement equation is strongly singular and must be integrated as a
Lebesgue integral over the singular element. This integral can be
decomposed into a free term and a Cauchy principal-value integral, but
accurate numerical integration is still difficult (Banerjee and
Raveendra, 1986). When constructing the equations for the boundary
system, the singular integration involving the Fij kernel can be
circumvented by using the 'rigid body' displacement technique (Swedlow
and Cruse, 1971) or the analogous 'inflation mode,' for axisymmetry
(Nigam, 1979). A brief description of these procedures is given
below.
Rigid Body: For every boundary node of the system there is a 2
by 2 (or 3 by 3 for three-dimenslon) block of coefficients on the
diagonal of the F matrix, corresponding to the singular node, which is
difficult to determine by numerical integration. Each of these terms,
however, can be determined independently by assuming two (or three)
different admissible displacement fieldscorresponding to a rigid body
displacement in each of the two (or three) directions. All tractions
(and body forces) are zero for this calculation.
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Inflation Mode: Since a rigid body displacement is not
admissible for the radial direction in axisymmetry, the two unknown
coefficients (corresponding to the radial displacement) are determined
by an inflation mode (i.e. a linear displacement in the radial
direction), ur = r and uz = 0 . With body forces set to zero, the
tractions related to this displacement are tr = 2(k + _) nr and tz
= 2%nz , in which nr and nz are normals on the boundary and k and
are Lam_ constants. The remaining two unknown coefficients in the
displacement equation for the z-dlrectionare determined by using a
rigid body displacement in this direction.
It should be noted that when displacementsare required on the
boundary between nodal points, the values should be calculated via
the shape function of the boundary element.
The Stress E_uation - The stress (or strain) calculation is
handled in two ways depending on whether the field point falls on the
boundary or in the interior of the domain.
Stress on the Boundary: For a point on the b6undary, all kernel
functions of the stress equation are all strongly singular and
difficult to integrate numerically. However, the stress on the
boundary can be obtained from the boundary tractions and
discplacements without any integration as originally proposed by
Cruse (1974). A slight modification must be made to incorporate the
initial stress. In this procedure the stress-strain relations,the
Cauchy traction equation and the equations relating local and global
gradients of displacements are utilized in writing an expression for
the boundary stress. Demonstrated for the axisymmetric case, these
equations can be written in matrix form as follows
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_ /
0 0 0 0 nr 0 nz 0 Ur, r t r 0
I
0 0 0 nz nr 0 Uz,rl t z
00 0
i
-n z ,0 nr . 0 0 0 0 0 Ur,zl ur, s 0I
0 -nz 0 nr 0 0 0 0 Uz,z I, Uz,s 0
= - >
0
-cI 0 0 -c2 1 0 0 0
_rr C280 _rr
0
-c 2 0 0 -¢1 0 1 0 0 _ZZ o2g 0 _ZZ
0 -p -p 0 0 0 1 0 _rz 0 o_rZ
0
-¢ 2 0 0 -c 2 0 0 0 1 ClZ e
- \ . /
(2.26)
where cI = k + 2p c2 = k
nr and nz are normalson the boundary,and
Ur,s and Uz, s are the local displacement gradients on the
boundary.
Using shape functions and their first derivatives the vectors on the
right hand side of equations (2.26) can be expanded as a matrix
multiplied by a vector consisting of nodal values of displacement,
traction and initial stress. Equation (2.26)is then pre,multiplled by
the inverse of the matrix on the left hand side.
Stress in the Interior: When the field point lies in the
interior of the body, the G_j k and Fij k kernels of the stress
equations are well behaved and require no special attention. However,
the
B_Jkl kernel is strongly singular and must be integrated as a
Lebesgue integral over the singular point. Once again, this type of
integral can be decomposed into a free term (given in the Appendix)
and a Cauchy princlpal-value integral. Although difficult and
expensive, reasonable accuracy can be obtained when this integral is
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numerically integrated using techniques described by Banerjee and
Raveendra (1986). However, for high accuracy, the coefficients of the
B_
ijkl kernel corresponding to a singular nodal point should be
evaluated using a procedure known as the 'Initial Stress Expansion
Technique,' described below.
2.3.3 InitialStressExpansionTechnique
In this procedure,the coefficientsof the stress equations
relatedto the non-singularnodesare integratedin the usualmanner.
In each stressequationthereremainsthreeundeterminedcoefficients
in 2-D (sixin 3-D, or four in a axisymmetry)correspondingto the
initial stressat the singularnode. In a manner analogousto the
'rigidbody'technique,each of these coefficientsare calculatedby
assumingone of the three(sixor four)admissiblestressstatesand
compatibledisplacementfieldsgiven in Table 2.1(2.2or 2.3). For
eachstressstate,one unknowncoefficientin eachstressequationcan
be determined.It shouldbe notedthat in orderto applythismethod
the entire regionmust be coveredwith cells. In an iso-thermal
analysisin which the plastic yield zone is small, this technique
appearsinefficientsinceit requiresthe presenceof volume cells
throughoutheelasticregionwhich otherwisewould be unnecessary.
Althoughthisis truein a singleregionprogram,suchis not the case
in multi-regioncode since the techniqueis applied to each region
independentlyand only used in regionswhere volume cells exist.
Therefore,the zonesin whichplasticyielding is expectedto occur
are isolatedin separateregionsfully populatedwith cells,and the
elasticregionsremainfreeof any volume cells.
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2.3.4 Singularities at the Orlgln in Axlsymmetry
Additional singularities exist in the axisymmetric kernel when
the field point falls on the origin (_r = 0). This problem is
resolved by moving the field point a small radial distance from the
origin. This is a common practice also employed in the finite element
analysis of axisymmetric problems. In the equations for stress and
strain, the minimum distance should be 0.5% of the difference between
the maximum and minimum z coordinates at the origin. For the
displacement equation this distance can be considerably less.
Alternatively, a separate limiting form of the displacement kernels
for a field point on the origin can be derived (Bakr and Fenner,
1983).
Finally, for circumferential strain on the boundary at the
origin, the relation so = 8r = aUr/ar proves useful instead of the
usual 80 = Ur/r"
2.3.5 Assembly and Solution of Equations
A displacement equation is written for each boundary node and a
stress equation is written at points of interest. The resulting
coefficients are modified appropriately for cases where the functions
(boundary conditions) are referred to local boundaries. The
displacement and stress equations are assembled by collecting the
known and unknown values of tractions and displacements and their
coefficients together. At the common interface o£ substructured
regions, the equilibrium and compatibility conditions are invoked in a
manner described by Banerjee and Butterfield (1981). The final system
equations can be cast as:
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Abx = Bby + cbo o (2.27a)
a = AOx + BOy + C°'oO (2.27b)
where
x is the vector of unknown variables at boundary and
interface nodes.
y is the vector of known variables,
aO is the vector of initial stress (includes thermal load
contribution)
AD,BB,cb are the coefficient matrices of the boundary
(displacement) system, and
Aa,Ba,C_ are the coefficient matrices of the stress equations.
It should be noted that Ab is a square matrix. Furthermore, in a
substructured system the matrices Ab and B b are block banded
whereas matrices Cb, A_, B_ and C_ are block diagonal.
Solution: Standard numerical procedures are used to solve for
the knowns in equations (2.27a), after which the stresses in equation
(2.27b) can be determined.
The solver, employed in this work, is part of a software package
from LINPACK (Dongarra, et al, 1979), which decomposes the Ab matrix
into an upper triangular submatrix by the Gaussian reduction process.
This procedure allows for an efficient resolution for vectors of
different values on the right hand side of the same equation. This is
essential for an efficient plasticity algorithm.
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2.4 CONVENTIONAL B_ FORMULATION WITH BODY FORCES
The general form of the governing differential equation for the
deformation of a homogeneous isotropic body subjected to
gravitational, centrifugal and thermal loading is given in equation
(2.11) and is repeated here.
o
(k+_) uj,ji + _ ui,jj + fi = _ij,j (2.28)
in which
C
fi = _i + fi
fgi = p g e3 for gravity loading in z direction
f9
= poZ(Xlel+x2e2) for centrifugal loading about z axis1
o?_j = _T 5ij for thermal loading
p is the material density, g is the gravitational acceleration,
e. is a unit vector in the i direction, m is the angularl
velocity, and xi is the spatial coordinate from the center of
rotation, _ = a (Sk+2_), a is thermal coefficient of expansion,
and T is the change in temperature.
For simplicity, rotation is assumed to be centered at the origin about
the z axis. The above equation is subject to boundary conditions
given in equation (2.2).
The three-dimensional boundary integral equation for displacement
satisfying equation (2.28)is given in equation (2.20) and is repeated
here.
Cij(_)ui(_) = _ [Gij(x,_)ti(x) - Fij(x,_)ui(x)] dS(x)
S
+ _ Gij(x,_)fi(x) dV(x) + _ Bikj(X,_)_k(X) dV(x) (2.29)
V V
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and the corresponding equation for stress is given in equation (2.22).
Two drawbacks exist in the formulation. First, numerical volume
integration is time consuming and expensive, and second, the volume
integrals of the stress equation are strongly singular leading to
difficulties in the numerical integration.
For these reasons, Rizzo and Shippy (1977) (and Cruse, Snow and
Wilson, 1977 in axisymmetry) transformed the volume integrals of
equation (2.29)into a surface integral, through an application of the
divergence theorem (assuming a steady-state temperature distribution).
The three-dimensional version is expressed as
Cij(_)ui(_) = _ [Gij(x,_) {ti(x) - h(x) ni(x)} - Fij(x,_)ui(x)] dS
S
_r
,j a {h(x)+_T(x)} r,j+3p_2nj(x)r] dS+ _o {h(x)+_T(x)] _n n
s (2.30)
where
?.
r is the eucidean distance between x and _,
T(x) is the temperature change at x,
ni(x) is the boundary normals at x,
_o = (1-2_)/16_(1-_); _is Poisson's ratio, and
fi = h'i(x)-
The method is effective in many applications, particularly for
gravitational and centrifugal analysis, but is restricted to steady-
state temperature distribution and still requires additional surface
integration. However, Rizzo (1977) and Shippy stated that the concept
is applicable to diffusive systems and Masinda (1984) has, without
evidence of implementations, produced formulations. Nevertheless, the
3O
formulation is restricted to problems in which no heat sources are
present and is only valid for uniform initial temperature
distribution. For a general transient thermoelastic analysis, one
still requires the use of volume internals.
2.5 INELASTICBEM FORMULATIONBASEDON VOLUMEINTEGRALS
2.5.1 Incremental Theory of Plasticity
Before proceeding with the inelastic BEM formulation, it is
necessary to explore the constitutive relations that govern the
material nonlinearities. The stress-strain relationships based on the
'path independence in the small' theory of plasticity essentially have
three components.
1. A yield criterion - defines the limit of elastic behavior.
2. A plastic flow rule -relates the irrecoverable plastic
strain increment to the state of stress in a material.
3. A hardening rule - defines the expansion or contraction of
the subsequent yield surfaces resulting from continuous
plastic flow.
The nature of the yield surface and hardening parameters are
material dependent. In this dissertation the Von Mises yield
criterion with strain hardening, Drucker's postulate for associated
plastic flow, and isotropic hardening is assumed. These assumptions
provide a good model for ductile material, such as metal, under
monotonic loading.
The Von Mises Yield Criterion - The Von Mises Yield Criterion
with strain hardening is assumed in the present work. This can be
expressed in terms of the deviatoric stress tensor Sij and plastic
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strain _j as
3 1/2 2 _p. 8p )112 (2.31)
F = (_ Sij Sij) - h (_ 13 ij
where
1
Sij = _ij - 3 5ij _kk
eo = eo(Sij)p is the uniaxial yield stress, and
h = the slope of the uniaxial equivalent stress plastic strain
curve•
Plastic Flow Rule - The plastic flow rule (Drucker, 1952) states
that the plastic strain rate tensor is linearly related to the
gradient of the plastic potential Q through the stress point. This
implies that the plastic strain rate tensor is normal to the surface
of the plastic potential• This condition known as normality principle
is generally expressed as
_. = Kijk13 (2.32)
Kij aeij
where
k is non,negative scalar variable which depends on the current
stress rates and the past history of loading.
For metals, 'associated flow' (i.e., Q = F) is usually assumed
and will be adopted in this work• Other materials, such as soil,
require more complicated functions, and therefore 'non-associated
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flow' (Q . F) is often assumed.
Isotropic Hardening - A hardening rule defines the subsequent
yield surfaces resulting from continuous plastic deformation.
Different hardening rules have been proposed to model the behavior of
various materials and loadings.
The isotropic hardening rule which is employed in the present
work, assumes the yield surface uniformly expands about the origin in
the stress space while maintaining its shape, center and orientation
during plastic flow. Figure 2.1 illustrates this behavior. During
loading along path OA, the stress state is elastic. At point A, the
elastic limit is reached and additional loading along path AB expands
the yield surface to point B. Upon unloading, the behavior is elastic
along path BC until point C is reached, 6eyond which yielding occurs
only once•
Let us assume a yield function for isotropic hardening material
can be expressed as
F (_ij' s_j, h) = 0 (2.33)
where _iJ is the current state of stress, e_j is the total plastic
strain and h is the hardening that may vary with plastic strain.
Since consistency relation requires the stress point must remain
on newly developed surface during isotropic hardening, we have
aF " + aF _p + ___[F_= 0 (2.34)dF
a_ij_iJ asp. iJ _hiJ
h can generally be expressed as a function of irrecoverable strain
rates.
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//
h= ah :.p
zj
a_Pj
and substituting this in equation (2.34) yields
aF " aF "p aF ah "p
=_--_lj -- 8.. = 0 (2.35)dF aiJ + --sij + ah asp.ia
as_j zJ
Equation (2.35) together with the normality condition (2.32) yields an
e
expression for k
" (_ "
% = Lijqij (2.36)
where
L_ 1 aF (2.37)
ij - H a_..
_3
H =- [ aF + aF ah ] aF (2.38)
aSmPn ah asmPn aemn
Note the relationship given by equation (2.36) does not exist for
ideal plasticity since H vanishes for zero hardening. This can be
avoided by reformulating the above expression in terms of strain
increments. In the absence of thermal strains we have
% = L_jsij (2.39)
where
1 aF e
L_j _ H1 a_kl Dklij (2.40)
H1 aF e aF aF aF ah aF
= --Dklmn ( + ) (2.41)
a_ki a_mn asPl ah a_Pl aC;kl
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"\w ,
and it is obvious that for ideal plasticity H1 does not vanish• In
the above equations, Lq. e
_3 and Lij are functions of the current state of
stress•
Having found a relation for k, the plastic strain rate can now be
found utilizing the normality condition (2.32),and the elastic strain
increment is determined using Hooke's law.
• = Ciokl (2.42a)_kl
se e
lj = Cijkl ekl (2.42b)
where
_F (2.43)
C_jkl = Lij aekl
The total strain increment is a summation of the plastic, elastic and
thermal strain:
=°(j+o(j+
where
_tj = 5ij a T (2.45)
and therefore the mechanical strain can be defined as
_m e 8piJ = (sij - a 6ij T) = 8ij + ij (2.46)
or using equation (2.42)
m ep (2.47)
sij = C ijkl Ckl
where
e p (2.48)
ce_jkl = Cijkl + Cijkl
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Upon inversion of the above equation, a relation for the stress
increment can be found in terms of the mechanical strain increment
• ep "m
_ij = Dijkl Skl (2•49)
Where De.P.,_ is the elastoplastic constitutive tensor• More
1JKI
specifically for the isotropic, strain-hardening Von Mises material
ep S_ Sij Ski
D.. = 2_ + k - (2.50)
ijkl 5ik5jl 5ij5kl (1+hiSs)0 _
2.5.2 Incremental Inelastic B_ Formulation
The governing differential equation of equilibrium ,is given in
equation (2.11). Expressing it in incremental form:
(k+_) uj,ji + _ ui,jj + fi = _J,j (2.51)
p
Boundary conditions, similar in form to equation (2.2), are
imposed on an incremental scale and incremental body forces are
applied in a manner analogous to section 2.4.
rate _oj is defined for the general case
The initial stress
of thermoplasticity as a summation of the thermal stress rate _tj_and
a plastic stress rate e_Pj resulting from the nonlinearities present
in the plastic domain. For the purpose of the thermoplastic BEM
algorithm these can be defined as:
iJ = j + j (2.52a)
j = 5ij (3k+2.) aT (2.52b)
_Pj J _mkl j "
e ep m
= Di_kl - Di.-kl 8 kl (2.52c)
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1 = _kl - 6kl a T (2.52d)
e ep
where. Dijkl , Dijkl are the elastic and elastoplastic constitutive
tensors respectively, E is the modulus of elasticity, e is the
coefficient of thermal expansion, T is the incremental temperature
change, and S_l is the mechanical strain•
The axisymmetric, two-, and three-dimensional boundary integral
formulation derived in section 2.2 and rewritten in incremental form
are all applicable to inelastic BEM analysis. It is understood that
the field variables are incremental quantities, and the nonlinearities
are incorporated into the analysis through the initial stress rate $?lj
as defined in equation (2.52).
2.5.3 Iterative Solution Algorithm for Thermoplastlelty
The algorithm described here provides the solution for an
incremental, assembled system, analogous to the system defined by
equation (2.27). The solution requires complete knowledge of the
initial stress distribution _o within the yielded region that is
induced by the imposition of the boundary loading, body forces, and
thermal loads• Unfortunately the nonlinear part _P of the initial
stress is not known a priori for a particular load increment and
therefore an iterative process must be employed within each loading
stage.
An important feature incorporated in the iterative algorithm of
the present work is an iteration acceleration scheme (Raveendra, 1984)
which utilizes plastic stresses generated by the past history• In
this procedure, the path followed by the previous load increment is
used to extrapolate the plastic stresses at the beginning of the
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current increment before the iterative operations. This results in
substantial reduction in computer time. This procedure is graphically
illustrated in Figure 2.2 for a simple tension problem with a variable
hardening parameter. The initial loading from point A generates
plastic stresses which are distributed during the iterations to arrive
at the solution at B . Upon loading from state B the extrapolated
path BC is followed. At C the resulting corrective stresses are
distributed to reach state D .
The incremental algorithm is described below. Note, this
algorithm requires that a stress equation be written at each cell
node.
Ca) Obtain the elastic solution for an arbitrary increment of
boundary loading y (and thermal loading T) from
x = [Ab]-l[ + Cb ]
and (2.53)
_=A +B _ +C _t
(b) Scale the elasticsolutionsuch thatthe highlystressednodeis
at yield. In the case of nonproportional loading this onset of
yielding cannot be reached by scaling. Instead,incremental
loads must be applied until yielding is reached.
(c) Impose a small load increment y (and T ), (usually less than
five percent of the yield load) plus the estimated value of the
plastic stress rates accumulated from the previous load step and
evaluate
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• l[Bb; cb: O][Ab] -X = +
and (2.54)
a=A + +C
where _o is a combination of the estimated plastic stress
rates and the incremental thermal stress rates. If no prior
plastic history exists, the value of the estimated
plastic stress rates are zero.
(d_ Accumulate all incremental quantities of stress, traction and
displacement rates and use equation (2.52d) to calculate the
mechanical strain of this increment.
(e) Evaluate the current constitutive matrix using the new stress
history and calculate the current plastic stress rates via
_j e ep "m= (Dijkl - Dijkl) ekl (2.55)
Accumulate the plastic stress history of this load increment to
be used as the estimated rate for the next load increment in step
(c).
(f) If the current increment of plastic stress rates, computed in
equation (2.55),is greater than a prescribed tolerance (normally
0.005 times the yield stress) at any node, then calculate the
incremental quantities due to these rates using
• Ab -I cb>] " 4 _>x = [ ] [ and _ = A + (2.56)
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and return to step (d) for the next iteration. If the value is
less than the prescribed tolerance go to step (g). Note the
boundary and thermal loading is zero for this calculation and the
mechanical strain rate will therefore be equal to the total
strain rate. If the number of iterations is greater than a
specified limit (usually 50) the system is assumed to have
reached the state of failure.
(g) Return to step (c) and apply the next load increment and the
accumulated plastic stress rates from this load step. (If the
size of the load increment changes the estimated plastic stress
rates should be scaled proportionally.)
Any residual plastic stress at the end of the iteration is carried
forward and applied to the system with the next load increment.
2.5.4 Variable Stiffness Plasticity Approach
The above nonlinear formulations include initial stress rates in
the governing equations which are not known a priori and therefore are
solved by using iterative procedures. A non-iterative, direct
solution procedure is made feasible by reducing the number of unknowns
in the governing equations by utilizing certain features of the
incremental theory of plasticity expressed by equations (2.32), (2.36)
and (2.39). This non-iterative or variable stiffness approach was
introduced by Raveendra (1984) in a single-region, two-dimensional
context. For the first time, this method is implemented in an
axisymmetric, two- and three-dimensional, multiregion computer
program.
4O
The initial stress rates q?
lj appearing in the incremental form
of integral equations (2.20) to (2.22)can be expressed in the context
of an elastoplastic deformation as:
_j = Kij k (2.57)
aF
where Kij = D_jkl aekl
Substituting equations (2.36) and (2.57) in equation (2.20) and (2.22)
we obtain (in the absence of body forces):
C..uloi(_) = _ [Gij(x'_)ti(x) - Fij(x'_)ui(x)]dS(x)
S
+ ; Bipj(X,_)Kip(X)k(x)dV(x) (2.58)
V
and
ok [Gijk(X'_)ti(x)- Fijk(X'_)ui(x)]dS(x)
s
+ L. (_)ok Bipjk(X,_)Kip(X)k(x)dV(x) (2.59)
v
Equations (2.58)and (2.59)can be solvedsimultaneouslyto evaluate
the unknown values of displacements, traction rates and the scalar
@
variable k .
Although equation (2.59) can be applied to any elastoplastic
strain hardening problem, L_. becomes indeterminate for the case of12
ideal plasticity (zero strain hardening), therefore, it cannot be used
for ideal plasticity. However, this minor problem can be circumvented
either by specifying a small amount of strain hardening or more
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appropriately replacing equation (2.59) by the strain rate equations
(2.39) and (2.21). Thus using equations (2.39) and (2.57) in (2.21)
we obtain
_(_) L_ ; 8 8 "= [Gijk(X,_)ti(x)-jk(_) Fijk(X,d)ui(x)]dS(x)
S
@
+ L k(_) Bipjk(X,_)Kip(X)k(x)dV(x) (2.60)
V
Equation (2.60) can now be applied to any problems of _lastoplast_city
(both strain hardening and ideal plasticity).
Assembly of System Equations for the Variable Stiffness Method -
Although equations (2.36), (2.39) and (2.57) were substituted into the
analytic form of the integral equations for the presentation, during
actual implementatior_ these equations are substituted, on a nodal
basis, into the incremental form of the assembled equation system
(2.27). Therefore, "using the incremental form of equation (2.27) as a
starting point, equations (2.36) and (2.57) are employed to arrive at
the following system:
: +cbKi
and (2.61)
• +;_= LA + LB + LC°K
where y are the known incremental boundary conditions and x are the
unknown• Matrices A, B, C and A°, B °, C° are constant for aglven
problem and matrices K, L are dependent upon state variables, and
are assumed to be constant during each small load step.
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It should be noted that the second equation is written only for
the cell nodes that are expected to yield during the current load
step.
The above equations can be rewritten as:
Abx = bb + ckb_. (2.62a)
and
k = A_ + bk + Ckk (2.62b)
or upon rearranging the equation (2.62b) we have
•Hk = A + k (2.63)
where bb = Bby Ckb = cbK Ak = LA"
bk = LB_y , Ck = LC_K , H = I- Ck , and
I is the identity matrix.
Equation (2.63) can then be recast as
• ik = A° + o (2.64)
where
Ao = H-IAk
Substituting the above equation into equation (2.62a) results in the
final system equations:
A"_: br (2.65_
where
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Ar = Ab _ c_bAo
br = bb + c_bbO
The above equation can be solved to evaluate the unknown vector x at
boundary nodes for every increment of loading. The present
formulation is similar to the variable stiffness approach used in the
finite element method since the system matrix on the boundary as well
as the right hand side vector are modified for each increment of
loading. For a multi-region system the inversion of H can be carried
out for each region separately.
Solution Process for Variable Stiffness Approach - As previously
mentioned, the solution process does not involve any iterative
procedure, instead the substantial part of the solution effort is
spent on assembly of the system equations for each load step• These
operations can be described as follows:
(a) Impose an arbitrary boundary loading and solve the elastic
problem in the usual manner.
(b) Scale the elastic solution such that the highest stressed node is
at yield.
(c) Apply a small load increment (usually < five percent of the yield
load) and compute K and L matrices using the past stress
history.
(d) Form the system equation (2.65) and solve for x.
(e) Evaluate the initial stress rates _o using equations (2.57) and
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(2.64) :
;oo x=KEAo:. b°l
(f) Evaluate interior quantities displacement and stress rates using
the incremental form of equations (2.24) and (2.2S).
(g) Return to step (c) if the strains are less than a specified
norm. Othemcise, failure is assumed to have occurred.
It is of importance to note that the matrices K, L do not exist in
the elasticregion, therefore, the correspondingequations involving
these matricesare formedand _o is determined, only for the nodes
that are at yield. Any small deviationfrom the yield surface can be
corrected by applying the stress rate difference (i.e. the initial
stress rate) during the next load step.
2.6 ACCURACYAND CONVERGENCE
In order to test the accuracy and convergence of the
elastoplasticformulations,simple problemswith known solutions,such
as cubes, spheres, and cylinders, were analyzed. Axisymmetric,two-
and three-dimensionalinelasticformulations were coupled with both
the iterative and variable stiffness solution algorithms. All
possiblecombinationswere tested and in all cases excellent agreement
with the analytical solutions was obtained. A few of these examples
are presented here.
2.6.1Two-dimenslonalAnalysis of a Thick Cylinder
In order to verify convergence and accuracy of the two-
dimensional, iterative plasticity algorithm, an analysis of a thick
cylinder subjected to increasing internal pressure is carried out
under the plane stress condition. The discretization of the cylinder
(1:2 ratio), shown in figure 2.3, has ten elements and four volume
cells. In figure 2.4, the hoop strain vs. pressure for the inner and
outer surfaces are compared to the analytic solution (Hill, 1950).
Excellent agreement is obtained. Other numerical results, to within
I% error of the analytical solutions were obtained for the radial and
hoop stress through the cylinder at different load pressures, and the
displacement versus internal pressure response. In figure 2.5, the
axial strain vs. pressure is compared with the theoretical solution,
and slight deviation is observed. A possible explanation for this
error is that the theoretical solution assumes the Tresca yield
criterion, where the present analysis is based on the Von Mises
criterion. The computational time using the two-dimensional analysis
was found to be approximately 5% of the time required for the three-
dimensional BEM analysis.
2.6.2 Three-dimenslonal Analysis of a Thlek Cylinder
A three-dlmensional elastoplastic analysis of a thick cylinder
(in plane strain) is carried out using the variable stiffness
algorithm. The discretization of the cylinder (1:2 ratio), shown in
figure 2.6, has eighteen boundary elements and four (twenty-noded)
isoparametric cells. The material properties are (given in consistent
units) :
E = 2600
v = 0.3
ao = 600 (Yon gises yield criterion assumed)
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In figure2.7,the load-dlsplacementresponse(assumingideal
plasticity) is compared to the theoretical result (Hill, 1950). In
figure 2.8, the circumferentialstress distributionthrough the thick
cylinder is presentedfor two differentload levels. Good agreement
with the analyticalsolutionis observedin both figures.
In a secondanalysis, the material is assumedto exhibit variable
plasticstrain hardeningaccordingto:
Stress vs. PlasticStrain
600 0.0
640 0.1
660 0.2
660 i0.0
In figure 2.9, the load-displacement response at the inner and
outer surface is presented. Results obtained from the iterative
procedure (with 5% load increments) are compared with two sets of
results from the variable stiffnessmethod. One set is obtained using
2% load increments, and the other 5_ increments. Results are
generally within 1_ of one another.
2.6.S AxlsymmetricAnalysisof a Hollow Sphere
A hollow sphere (1:2 ratio) subjected to internal pressure is
used to demonstratethe axisymmetricelastoplasticformulation. Nine
boundary elements and ten (eight noded) cells are used in the
discretization of the sphere as shown in figure 2.10. The mesh
utilizes spherical symmetry and contains points on the origin. The
incline face is subjectedto a roller boundary condition. The load-
displacement response is shown in figure 2.11 and the hoop stress
through the sphere at different load levels is given in figure 2.12.
/
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The BEM solution obtained using the iterative method is in good
agreement with the analytical result (Hill, 1950).
2.7 CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The conventionalboundaryelementformulationsfor elasticand
inelastic thermal stress analysis were presented. The inelastic
axisymmetric implementation presented in this chapter, with its use of
quadratic elements and multi-region facility, is the most advanced
implementation of its kind. Two inelastic algorithms, an iterstive
and a variable stiffness type approach were employed, the latter for
the first time in axisymmetric and three-dimensional analysis. By
comparing results of test problems to their analytical solutions, the
accuracy of both methods was demonstrated. In Chapter 6, the methods
will be used to analyze larger problems of practical interest.
The body force and nonlinear effects in the present formulation
were incorporated in the system through volume integrals or extra
surface integrals. In the next two chapters, new approaches for the
treatment of these effects will be presented.
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n and n are normals of the boundary
r z
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Figure 2.1
Isotropic Hardening Behavior
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Figure 2.2
Accelerated Iterative Scheme
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Figure 2.3
Two-dimensional Discretization of a Thick Cylinder (Diameter Ratio·l:2)
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Figure 2.4
}toop Strain in a Thick Cylinder under Internal Pressure (Ptane Stress)
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Figure 2.5
Axial Strain at the Outer Surface of Thick Cylinder under
Internal Pressure (Plane Stress)
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Figure 2.6
Three-dimensional Discretization of a Thick Cylinder (Diameter Ratio 1:2)
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Figure 2.7
Radial Displacement of the Outer Surface of a Thick Cylinder under
Internal Pressure (Plane Strain)
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Figure 2.10
Hollow Sphere (1:2 Ratio)
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Radial Displacement in a Hollow Sphere subjected to Internal Pressure
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Hoop Stress in a Hollow Sphere subjected to Internal Pressure
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CHAPTERTHREE
ELASTICBOUNDARYELEMENTFORMULATIONS
BASEDON PARTICULARINTEGRALS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, a novel boundary element approach for the
treatment of body forces is presented. The method is unique since no
volume integration or additional surface integration is required as in
earlier formulations. The method is based on the well known concept
of developing the solution of an inhomogeneous differential equation
by means of a complementary function and particular integral.
In the first section, the particular integral formulation for a
general inhomogeneous differential equation is developed and the
boundary element solution procedure is presented. The method is then
applied to gravitational and centrifugal body force analyses.
Finally, particular integrals are developed for thermal body forces
according to the uncoupled theory of thermoelasticity. In this theory
the heat conduction problem is independent of stress, and therefore,
will not be considered here. Instead, the temperature distribution is
assumed to be a known (or previously solved) function.
The axisymmetric, two-, and three-dimensional formulations are
implemented in a general purpose, multi-region system, and examples
are presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the method.
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3.2 BOUNDARYELEMENTFORMULATIONUSINGPARTICULARINTEGRALS
3.2.1 GeneralTheory
A solution satisfying a linear, inhomogeneous, differential
equation and boundary conditions can be found using the method of
particular integrals if the complete solution of the corresponding
homogeneous equation is known, provided, of course, a particular
solution can be found. The procedure is described below:
A linear inhomogeneous differential equation for a vector
variable ui can be expressed in operator notation as
L(ui)+ fi = 0 (3.1)
where
L(u.)is a linear,self-adjoint,homogeneous,differentialtensor-1
operator, and
fi is the inhomogeneous function.
The solution of the above equation can be represented as the sum
of a complementary function u? satisfying the homogeneous equation1
L(u_) = 0 (3.2)
and a particular integral uP satisfying the inhomogeneous _quation1
The total solution ui is expressed as
c + u_ (3.4)ui = ui
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In the theory of linear, inhomogeneous, differential equations,
it is understood that the particular integral is not unique, and any
expression satisfying equation (3.3) is a particular integral,
regardless of boundary conditions or how it was obtained.
Particular Integral - The particular integral is classically
found via the method of undetermined coefficients, the method of
variation of parameters, or obtained by inspection of the
inhomogeneous differential equation. When these techniques fail to
produce a particular integral, a general procedure can be used. Here,
the singular solution satisfying the homogeneous differential equation
is multiplied by the inhomogeneous quantity, and the product is
integrated over an infinite domain. The final result_is a particular
integral of the inhomogeneous equation. This can be expressed
mathematically as
uP'([)l= ; Gij(x,[)fj(x)dV(x) (9.$)
where Gij(x,_) is the fundamental singular solution of the homogeneous
differential equation. The use of a polar coordinate system will
simplify the integration.
Once a particular integral is found, it is added to the
complementary function Co form the total solution. The parameters of
the complementary function are adjusted to insure that the total
solution satisfies the boundary condition, and hence, produces a
unique solution to the boundary value problem.
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3.2.2 B_ Solution Based on Particular Integr-als
The use of particular integrals in BEM was tentatively discussed
by Watson (1979) and BanerJee and Butterfield (1981). In 1986, Ahmad
and BanerJee (1986) successfully employed the idea in a two-
dimensional eigenvalue analysis. Gravitational and centrifugal
formulations have been presented in axisymmetry (Henry, Pape,
BanerJee, 1987) and two-dimensional (Papa, BanerJee, 1987) analysis.
Equation (3.1)can be defined for an elastostatic stress analysis
with gravitational, centrifugal or thermal body force as
L(ui) + fi = 0 (3.6)
where
L(u.)l= (X+_)uj,ij + _ui,JJ'
ui representsthe displacementvector,
fi = -pges for gravity loadingin the z direction,
fi = P_2(xlel+x2e2)for centrifugal loadingabout the z axis, and
fi = -_T,i for thermoelasticloading
When more than one type of body force is present, the net body force
is the summationof the individualbody forces.
ComDlementary Function -The boundary integral equation
satisfying the homogeneous part of the differentialequation is the
complementaryfunction in this procedure. The complementaryfunction
for displacementat point _, is expressedas
(3.7)
where the u_ and t_ are the complementary functions for displacement
and traction, respectively. The total solution for displacement ui
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and traction ti are
O + U_ui = ui
ti
C
= ti + t_ (3.8)
where u_ and tP• are the particular integrals for displacement and
traction, respectively.
Explicit
u_ and t_ will be derived forexpressions
for
gravitational, centrifugal and thermal body forces in subsequent
sections, but before proceeding to the formulation of these particular
integrals, a brief overview of the particular integral based BEM
procedure is presented.
Method of Solution - The boundary integral equation (3.7) is
discretized and integrated for a system of boundary nodes in the
manner described in Chapter 2. The resulting equations can be
expressed in matrix form as
G t e - F ue = 0 (3.9)
By introducing equation (3.8) into equation (3.9), the
complementary function can be eliminated;
G t - F u = G tp - F up (3.10)
The partlcular integral terms on the right hand side of this equation
are functions of known body forces.
In a multl-region system, a set of (complementary) equations,
similar to equation (3.9)are generated independently for each region.
Likewise, the particular integrals of each region are derived
independently, leading to a set of equations for each region similar
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in form to equation (3.10). Interface conditions, expressing the
interaction of real quantities between region, are applied, and after
assembling the unknown boundary quantities and corresponding
coefficients on the left hand side, and the known boundary conditions
on the right, the final system can be written as
Abx = bb + bp (3.11)
where Ab is a fully populated matrix, vector x represents the unknown
boundary conditions, vector bb is _he contribution of the known
boundary conditions and vector b p is the contribution of the
particular integral. Thls equation system can be solved for the
unknown vector x by standard numerical techniques.
A Note on Multi-region Programming - The most efficient solution
procedure for a single region BEM system utilizes equation (3.9)
instead of equation (3.10) since equation (3.10)requires additional
matrix multiplication. In this procedure the particular integrals u_
and t_ are calculated and the complementary functions corresponding to
the known boundary conditions are determined using
uiC= Ui(x ) _ u_ and tic= Tl(X) _ t_
where Ui(x) and TI(X) represent the imposed displacement and traction
boundary conditions, respectively. The solution to equation (3.9)
yields the unknown complementary functions, and when added to the
corresponding particular integral the correct solution is obtained.
This procedure is not as straight forward for multl-region
implementations, since interface conditions relate real quantities of
displacement and tractions, not the complementary quantities. In a
large, multi-region system with a complex assembly for local
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definition of boundary conditions, sliding between interface elements,
etc., it may be beneficial to use equation (3.10) in spite of the
extra matrix multiplications rather than equation (3.9), since the
latter would require extensive modifications of interface conditions.
3_ PARTICULARINTEGRALSFOR GRA¥ITATIONALANDCENTRIFUGAL
BODY FORCES
In the previous section,a boundaryelementformulationutilizing
particular integrals was described. Application of this procedure
requiresthe determinationof the particular solutionfor displacement
and traction at all boundary nodes. Particular integrals for
gravitational and centrifugalbody force Ioadings,applicable to two-
dimenslonal, three-dimensional and axlsymmetry boundary element
analysis, are presentedin this section.
The two- and three-dimenslonal particular integrals are most
readily obtained (Sokolnikoff, 1956) by the method of undetermined
coefficients. Using tensor transformations, the axisymmetric
particular integrals can be obtained from the three-dimensionalform
(Henry, Pape, and Banerjee, 1987). For pure axisymmetry, i.e.,
axisymmetric bodies under axisymmetric loads these transformations
simplify to the following:
Coordinates: xI = r
x2 = 0 (3.12)
x3 = z
Displacement:ur = u1
u0 = 0 (3.13)
Uz = U3
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Stress:
rr =all
a%8 = o22
°zz = _33 (3.14)
_rz a13
ar9 = arz = 0
and tractionsare foundusingthe Cauchytractionrelation
ti = aiJ nj i,j = r,z _ (3.15)
The application of the above transformation are straight forward and
therefore only the two-, and three-dimensional particular integrals
will be defined.
The following two-dimensional particular integrals assume the
plane strain conditions.
The two-dimensional particular integrals for the plane stress
condition are obta£ned from the plane strain conditions replacing the
m
material constants v and k by a modified constants v and
= V/(l+V) (3.16)
= 2-t-_ (3.17)
k+2p
The shear modulus p remains unchanged.
3.3.1 I%_tteulae Integrals for Gravitational Body Forces
Two-dimension (Dlaln strain)- The body force in a two-
dimensional solid of density p under gravitational acceleration g
directed along the -x2 axis is expressed as
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fl=O
f2 = -Pg (S.18)
Theparticularintegralfordisplacementunderthisbodyforceis
u_ - Pg4_(k+_) kXlX2
up _ -Pg 2_)x2 ++ kx2] (3.19)
and the corresponding particular integral for stress is
a_2 = -pg x2
(3.20)
and the par}icular integrals for tractions is
t_ = 0
(3.21)
t_ = -pg x2 n2
Three-dimension - The body force in a three-dimensional solid of
density p under gravitational acceleration g directed along the -x3
axis is expressed as
fl = f2= 0 (3.22)
f3 = -Pg
The particularintegral for displacementunder this body force is
kpg
uP = 2_t(3k+2tt) XlX3
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uP - 7.pg2tt(3%+2.) x2x3 (3.23)
-(k+.)pg x 2 kpg (x2 + x22)uP 2.(3k+2.)= 4. (3X+2.)
and the corresponding particular integral for stress is
o_3 = -pg x3
(3.24)
_ =_ __ +o_ o_o
and the particular integral for traction is
t_:t_:0
(3.25)
t3 = -pg x3 n3
3.3.2. Part£eular Integral for CentrifUgal Body Forces
Two-dimension (plain strain) - The centrifugal body force in a
two-dimensional solid of density p rotating at a speed m about an axis
parallel to the x3 axis and centered at a reference coordinate _i is
expressed in indicial notation as
2 (3.26)
fi = O_ Yi
where
Yi = xi -_i
The particular integral for displacement under this body force is
u_ _p_2 (ykYk) xi (3.27)1 - 8(k+2.)
where summation is implied over k.
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The corresponding particular integral for stress and traction Is,
respectively
-pm 2
_iJ = 4(_+2_) [(2k+_) ykYkSij + 2_ yiYj] (3.28)
_pm2
t_ _ 4(k+2_) [(2k+_) Yk Yk ni + 2_ yiy k nk] (3.29)
where
ni is the boundary normal at xi, and
5ij is the Kronecker delta.
Three-dimension - The centrifugal body force in a three-dimension
solid of density p rotating at a speed _ about an axis parallel to the
x3 axls and centered at a reference coordinate _i is expressed as
fl = p_2yl
f2 = p_2y2 (3.30)
f3 = 0
where
Yt = xt-_i
Note, _1 = 0 in axisymmetry.
The particular integral for displacement under this body force Is
_p_2 5Z+4p
u_ 8(k+2_) [ (Y_+Y_) + _- _) _Y_ ] Yl
_p_2 5k+4p
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_p_2 (Y_ + Y22)Y3 (3.31)u_ - 8(_.+ p)
The corresponding particular integral for stress is
_Pl = _p.2[ClX2+ c2x2+ c3x2]
_22= _p 2 [c2x12+ ClX_+ c3x_]
o_33 = _p_)2 ,[c4x2 + c4x2 + c$x_ ]
°_12 = p(o2 C6XlX 2 (3.32)
_P3 = P(°2 C$XlX3
_P3 = Pro2c$x2x3
where
6-3 '_-2"_2 ( 1-2`0) = ? (1-2'_)
01 = 16(1-`0) c3 = 8(1-`0) c5 4(1-`0)
2+3`0+2'_2 -1 +50+2'_2 - (2+_) (1-2 `0)
02 - 16(1-`0) 04 - 8(1-`0) c6 = 8(1-`0)
and the particular integral for traction is obtained using the Cauchy
traction relation
ti = _lJ nj i,j = 1,2,3 (3.33)
3.4 PARTICULARINTEGRALSFORTHERMALANALYSIS
The gravitational and centrifugal particular integrals, presented
in the previous section, were relatively straight forward since their
body forces had specific distributions that were represented by
elementary functions. In thermal stress analysis this is not the
case, since thermal body force can exhibit general temperature
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distributions. So consequently, thermal particular integrals are more
difficult to obtain.
In this section, the aim is to develop a particular integral
applicable to any temperature distribution. This distribution is
expressed by nodal temperatures specified at random point through the
domain of the body.
The present formulation starts with the assumption that the
particular integral for displacement can be expressed as a gradient of
a thermoelastlc displacement potential h(x) in accordance with the
development of linear quasi-static thermoelastic theory (Nowacki,
1962):
U_(x)= k h,i(x) (3.34)
where
a(3k+2p)
k = (k+2p) (3.35)
Substituting equation (3.34) into equation (3.6) and simplifying
Yields
h,jj(x) = W(x) (3.36)
Hence, an implicitrelation betweenu_ and T is derived with the
use of a potential function h(x). The irrotational form of the
particular integral in equation (3.34)does not imply a loss of
generality in the total solution since the balance of the temperature
effectis incorporatedinto the complementaryfunction.
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The particular integral of equation (3.34) is of little interest
unless a suitable function h(x) can be found to accurately represent a
general temperature distribution in equation (3.36). This is achieved
uslnga device, first introduced in the context of finite elements,
called the global shape function.
3.4.1 Partteular Integrals for Two- and Three-dimensional
Analysis
Assuming the function h(x) can be represented by an infinite
series, an expression relating h(x) to a set of fictitious scalar
densities _(_n) via a global shape function C(x,_n) can be written as
h(x) = C(X,_n)O(_n) (3.37)
n=
where C(X,_n ) = _suitable function of spatial coordinates x and
Several functions were considered for this purpose, however, the
best results were obtained with the following expresslon:
2
C(X,_n) = Ao [p2 _ bn pS] (3.38)
where
A is a characteristic length,o
p is the euclidean distance between the field point x and the
source point _n' and
b is a suitably chosen constant to be discussed later. Forn
the present discussion, assume bn = I.
All distances are nondimensionalized by a characteristic length
A0 •
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Using equations (3.34) and (3.37), the particular integral for
displacement is found:
U_P(X)= n=_1Di(X'_n)0(_n) (3.'9)
i = I,2 for two-dlmensions
i = 2 o2,3 for three-dimensions
where
Di(x'_n) = kC'i(X'_n) = kAo[2 - 3bn P]Yi
Yi = [xi - (_n)i]
and
d = 3 for three-dimensional or d = 2 for two-dimenslonal (plane
strain) analysis.
Applying the Laplacian operator on equation (3.37),an expression
for the temperature distribution is derived
T(x)= } K(X,_n)_(_n) (3.40)
n=l
where
K(X,_n)= C,ii(X,_n)
= [2d - 3(l+d) bn p]
A particular integral for strain can be found upon substitution
of equation (3.39) into the strain-displacement relation.
_PI(x) = n=_l Ekl(X'_n)_(_n) (3.41)
where
Ekl(X,_n) = kC,kl(X,_n)
= k [26kl - 3bn (6kiP+ _)]
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This result introduced into the stress-straln law of
thermoelastloity produces the particular integral for stress:
sp (iJ x) = } Sij(X,_n)_(_n) (3.42)n=l
where
e
Sij (X,_n) =Dijkl Ekl (X,_n) - 8ij _X,_n), and
De
iJkl = k 8ij 8kl + 2M 8ik 8jl , _ = _(3k+2F)
Finally a particular integral for traction is derived by
multiplying the above equation by appropriate normals
t_(x) = } Hi(X,_n)0(_n) (3.43)
n=l
where
Hi(x,_n) = Sij(X,_n)nj(x), and
nj(X) = unit normal at x in the jth direction.
Once again, the plane stress formulation can be obtained from the
plane strain case by substituting the modified material constants
and k into the plane strain equation in place of a and k,
respectively, where
= a(3k+2_)
2(2k+p)
and k is defined in equation (S.17)
3.4.2 Particular Integrals for Axisymmetric Analysis
The axisymmetric particular integrals can be derived in one of
the two ways described below:
8O
1. Direct Derivation -The particular integrals in equations
(3.34) and (3.36) are expressed independent of coordinate
systems using operator notation. Upon choosing a suitable,
cylindrical form of a global shape function C(x,_), the
axisymmetrlc particular integrals are then obtained by
applying the axisymmetrlc form of the differential
operators. Note, a suitable shape function must render a K
matrix that is well-condltioned and will admit to an
inversion (see equation 3.S3).
2. Indirect Derivation - The three-dimension particular
integrals, given An equations (3.39) through (3.43), are
rewritten in cylindrical coordinates. Upon application of
appropriate tensor transformations and analytic integration
in the angular (@) direction, a suitable set of axlsymmetric
particular integrals are obtained.
The resulting particular integrals should exhibit axisymmetric
behavior and satisfy the physical conditions at the origin (u_=O,
P P
8_z=O, 8rr=e06). Choosing a global shape function for the direct
derivation that will satisfy these conditions and still admit to an
inversion is a difficult task. Nevertheless, the axisymmetrlc
particular integrals derived from the three-dimensional functions
using the indirect derivation should inherently satisfy these
conditions. For this reason, the indirect derivation has been adopted
in this dissertation. The resulting axisymmetric particular integrals
are given below.
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The particular integral for displacement, temperature and strain
are, respectively:
_dDi(X,_n) O(_n) (3.45)U_(x)=n- i = r,z
T(X) =n_IK(X,_n) _(_n) (3.46)
e_j(x)=n_iEij(X,_n)#(_n) (3.47)
= iJ = rr,zz,rz,08
where Di(x,_n) , K(X,_n) , Eij(X,_n) are subsequently defined.
In the present formulation, strain is derived from displacement
where differentiation (with respect to the field point x) is performed
prior to the analytic integration (with respect to the source point
_n) in the angular direction.
The particular integral for stress and traction are derived
directly from strain in the usual manner employing the following
relations
e
_j =Dijkl"_I- sij_ T (3.48)
t_ = 4J nj
The following notation is used in defining the axisymmetrlc
particular integrals.
rx = xr radial coordinate of the field point
Zx = xz axial coordinate of the field point
r_ = (_r)n radial coordinate of the fictitious density node n
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z_ = (_z)n axial coordinate of the fictitious density node n
Note, the subscript n is dropped for simplicity. All coordinates
are nondimensionalized by a characteristic length AO"
Z _ Z
x z_
R = [(r x + r_) 2 + z2] I/2
k= (1-_)
m = 4rxr_/R2
mI = m-1
K = K(m) is the complete Elliptic Integral of the first kind
E = E(m) is the complete Elliptic Integral of the second kind
E and K are defined in Appendix III.D
General Form (rx _ r_ and/or zx _ z_):
cI = K
c2 = (E-mlK)Im
c3 = [2E(2m-1)+m1K(2-3m)]13m2
F 1 = 4Cl/R
F2 = -4(2c2-c1)IR
F3 = 4(4c3-402+Cl)/R
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G1 = 4RE
G2 = 4mR(cs-c2)
If rx=Oand/orr_=OandZx_Z_, thenthe followingsubstitutionshould
be made for Fa and Ga
F1 = 2_/R
F2 = 0
F3 = F1/2
G1 = 2_R
G2 = 0
ParticularI_tegral for Temperature:
K(x,_n) = 2_ - 3bn G1
ParticularIntegralfor Displacement:
2_ 3
Dr(x,_n)= kAo [_--rx - _ bn(rxGl-r_G2)]
2_ 3 bnG1]Dz(x,_n) = kAoZ [_--
ParticularIntegralfor Strain:
2_ 3 + 2 2
Err(X,_n)= k [_-- _ bn (G1 rxF1-2rxr_F2+r_Fs)]
Ezz(X,_n)= k [_ 34 bn (GI+Z2F1)]
3
Erz(X,_n)= kz [-_ bn (rxFl-r_F2)]
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E88(X,_n)= Dr(x,_n)/(rxAo)
If rx=O, then
Eee(X,_n) = Err(X,_n)
Singular Form (rx = r_ and zx = z_):
The general form of the axisymmetric particular integrals are
singular when rx = r_ and zx = z_. In this circumstance, the limiting
form of these functions, given below, should be used.
ParticularIntegralfor Temperature:
K(x,_n) = 2_-24 bn rx
Particular Integral for Displacement:
2_ 8 bnrx]Dr(x,_n)= kAorx [_--
Dz(x,_n)= 0
Particular Integral for Strain:
2_
Err(X,_n) = k [_- - 10 bnrx]
2_
Ezz(X,_n) = k [_-- 6 bnrx]
Erz(X,_n)= 0
2_
Eoo(X,_ n) = k [_-- - 8 bnr x]
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3.4.3 NumericalImplelentations
Thepartlcularintegralfordisplacementu_(x)andtractiont_(x)
must be evaluated at each boundarynode before a solution to the
governing equation (3.6)can be achieved. For the purpose of
numericalevaluation, the infiniteseries representationsof the
particularintegrals are truncatedat a finitenumberof N terms.
(Thechoiceof N w_ll be discussedlater.)The particularintegrals
for displacement,traction,and temperaturedistributioncan he
rewrittenforN numberof termsasfollows:
N
U[(x) = } Dt(X,_n)¢(_ n) (3.49)
n=l
N
t_(x) = _ Ht(X._n)¢(_ n) (3.50)
n=l
N
T(x) = _> K(X,_n)%(_n) (3.51)
n=l
The particular integrals are derived for each region, independent
of the other regions. Hence a set of (the above) equations are
written for each region where a temperature change is prescribed.
The evaluation of the u_ and t_ in the first two equations
requires the determination of N fictitious nodal densities _(_n), n =
1 to N. For this reason N temperature equations (3.40) or (3.46) are
written at each _n node. These equations are expressed in matrix
form, independently for each region, as
T = K _ (3.52)
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where K is a N x N matrix. Since the increment of temperature
distribution is known, the fictitious nodal values @(_n ) can be
determined :
= E-1 T (3.53)
A back substitution of the quantities 0(_n ) in the particular
integrals for displacement and traction allows for their evaluation at
any point. Hence,
u_ and t_ can be determined at all boundary nodes,
and the boundary value problem can be solved as discussed in section
3.2.2.
Di___!acements, Stressest and Strains at Interior Points- The
solution for the interior quantities consist of a complementary and a
particular part:
ui = u_ + u_
c ep
eij = elJ + lJ (3.54)
c _p
eij = oiJ + iJ
The particular integrals of the above quantities are defined in two-
and three-dimensions by equations (3.39), (3.41) and (3.42) and the
complementary functions are inferred from equation (3.7). The
boundary stress calculation discussed in section 2.3.2 is used in
place of the integral equation to represent the complementary function
of stress for a point on the boundary. This avoids strong
singularities in the integral equation associated wlth a boundary
point.
Selection of Parameters - The formulation presented thus far is
relatively straight forward, however, the following areas demand
special attention to guarantee high accuracy in the results.
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The boundary mesh chosen for a specific problem should be fine
enough to produce satisfactory results for elastostatic analysis.
Fictitious function nodes _n should be introduced at all boundary
collocation nodes and at points where interior quantities are to be
evaluated since the interpolation of the global shape function is most
accurate at these locations. Additional (fictitious function) nodes
may be used through the interior of the body for a better
representationof the particular integrals. A pattern of interior
nodes consistent with the fineness of the boundary mesh is
recommended, however, the number of additional points is dictated by
the complexity of the temperature distribution. In any case, a
uniform or neatly graded pattern is recommended for best results.
It is obvious from equation (S.40)that the largest term in each
column of matrix K falls on the main diagonal (when symmetric node
ordering is used). The magnitude of the off diagonal terms will not,
in general, be strongly banded unless special attention is paid in
ordering thenodes according to their proximity. In any case, errors
may show up when a large number of fictitious nodes are used. To
eliminate this problem, matrix K can be optimized by the choice of the
constants bn. These constants are dynamically calculated
(independently for each n) to scale each column of matrix K so that
the lowest value is forced to zero. This optimization and the use of
double pivoting will reduce error in the solution of equation (S.53),
however, a price is paid for this matrix conditioning, since K will be
rendered nonsymmetrie.
Still greater precision can be achieved by adding a constant term
to the function in equation (3.40). This is accomplished by setting
@8
one of the constants bn to zero in one specific column (here, for
simplicity, we choose the last column; n = N). The benefits gained
are seen when equation (3.40) is expanded out. For a fleld point x,
we have
T(x) = 2dC
[blPl_(_1 _+ 3(1+d) ) + "'" + bnPn_(_n)+ "'" + bN-1 PN-1 _(_N-1
+ 2d_(_N) (3.55)
where
C = _(_1) + @(_2) + ... + _(_n) + ... + _(_N_I)
Pn = the euclideandistance betweenx and _n' and
2d0(_N) is the (self-adjusting)constantterm
For a given temperature distribution, C is constant (independent of
x), whereas the term in brackets depends on the spatial varying
function Pn' and therefore, the term in the brackets dictates the
shape of the function. Note, the last term containing_(_n) (forn=N)
is independentof coordinatesand thereforeis seen as a constantterm
that can adjust accordingto the value of _(_N).
The values of the nodal densities _(_n) must adjust to satisfy
the temperature T(xm) in N nodal equations. In the presence of the
last term, C is seen as arbitrary, since the last term @(_N) can
adjust to accommodateany value of C produced by the other N-1 _(_n)
values. This allows the @'s for the terms in brackets to adjust to
satisfy the temperature distribution in a free, relaxed manner. In
the absenceof the last term, C is no longer arbitraryand the _(_n),S
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musttakeon valuesthatforcethetermin bracketsto balanceC so
that the temperaturedistributionis satisfiedat nodal points. In
essence,without the last terms, the global shape functionmay be
forcedto behavein a unnaturalmannerbetweenthe nodalpoints.
3.5 EXAMPLES
,In this sectionthreeproblemsare presentedto demonstratethe
particularintegralbased,body forceanalysis.
3.5.1 Gr_avltyStressesArounda VerticalShaft
The axisymmetrlc, gravity body force analysis is used to
determinethe stressdistributionin thesoilneara verticalshaftin
a halfspacedue to its own weight. Eightquadraticelements(twofor
each side of a squareregion)with a totalof sixteennodesareused
to modelthisgeometry.In addition,stressesare calculatedat four
interior points. In figure 3.1, the BEM results are compared with the
analytical solution (Terzaghi, 1943). Excellent agreement is
obtained, even for this crude mesh.
3.$.2 Stresses in a Rotating Sphere
The axisymmetric centrifugal body force analysis is used to
determine stresses in a solid sphere rotating about the vertical axis.
Due to symmetry, only half of the body is modelled as shown in figure
3.2. Four elements with a total of nine nodes are used. Note that
the centerllne is not discretized. The nodes along the r axis are
constrained against displacement in the z direction. The only
loading applied is that due to a rotation about the z axis. The
BEM results are compared to theoretical and finite element
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(Zienkiewicz, 1977) results in figure 3.3 and 3.4. Again, excellent
agreement is obtained.
3.S.3 ThiekgylinderSubJeeted to Thermal Load
The axisymmetric, two- and three-dimensional thermoelastic
analysis by particular integrals is tested on a thick cylinder under
plane strain conditions. The boundary element discretizations for the
problem are shown in figure S.S. The thick cylinder, with an inner
radius of 10 inches and an outer radius of 20 inches, is assumed to
have the following material properties:
E = 2600 ib/in2
_= O.S
a = 0.001 in/in/deg F
The temperature distribution
ri
T(r) = 1,000_--- 70 (deg F)
is applied to the cylinder where ri is the inner radlusand r is the
radial distance. The resulting BEM solutions for displacement and
stress are given in Figures3.6 and 3.7,respectively. These results
are comparedwith the analytical solution by Boley and Welner (1960),
and once again,excellent agreementis observed.
3.6 CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A new boundary element procedure, based on particularIntegrals,
was introducedfor the treatmentof body forces. A range of problems
was solved and shown to correlatefavorably with existingresults.
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The particular integrals satisfy the inhomogeneous differential
equation exactly, and therefore, the need for a volume integral or
additional surface integrals is eliminated. The (homogeneous)
boundary integral equation together with the particular integral
represents an exact statement of the problem, and any error in the BEM
solution is the result of approximations and errors introduced in the
numerical implementation and solution.
The general particular integral formulation introduced in this
chapter can be applied in other BEM analyses which involve
inhomogeneous differential equations. One such area, inelastic stress
analysis, will be taken up in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.5a
Two-dimensional Mesh of a Tllick Cylinder (Diameter Ratio 1:2)
Figure 8.5b
Three-dimensional Mesh of a Thick Cylinder (Diameter Ratio 1:2)
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Figure 3.5c
Axisymmetry Mesh of a Thick Cylinder (Diameter Ratio 1:2)
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CHAPTERFOUR
INELASTICBOUNDARYELEMENTFORMULATION
BASEDON PARTICULARINTEGRALS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter, a general boundary element formulation
based on particular integrals was presented and applied to
gravitational, centrifugal and thermoelastic analysis. The next
logical step is the extension of the technique to other areas of BEM
analysis. In the present chapter, the formulation is extended to
problems where the body forces are generated by the initial stress
gradient; specifically elastoplastlc analysis.
Two- and three-dimensional particular integrals, as well as
axisymmetric particular integrals are developed and implemented in a
general purpose BEM computer code. The final BEM equation system
produced by this formulation is similar in form to that generated by
Volume integration. This allows the iterative and variable stiffness
algorithms developed in earlier works (Raveendra, 1984) to be
incorporated with this new particular integral formulation without
modification° Furthermore, the formulations developed in the next
chapter for elastic and inelastic inhomogeneous media will employ the
present procedure.
4.2 PARTICULARINTEGRALSFORINITIALSTRESSBODTFORCES
The governingdifferentialequationfor a body subjectedto an
initial stress body force is expressed in terms of displacement ui as
101
= Go(k+p)uj,Ji + P ui,JJ ij,J (4.1)
where k and p are Lam6 constants.
o
The initial stress eli may be induced by a 'lack of fit' stress,
temperature change, inhomogeneltles, inelastic effects, or a
combination of these. In this chapter a boundary element formulation
using particular integrals is derived for the solution of the above
equation, and from this formulation, the incremental formulation for
plasticity is inferred. _ ,
The total solution of the above equation can be decomposed into a
particular integral and a complementary function:
c
Ui = Ui + U_
° 4_iJ= _lJ+ J
The boundary integral derived in Chapter 2 for elasticity
represents the complementary function since it satisfies the
homogeneous centerpart of equation (4.1). Hence, equations for the
boundary system, displacement, and stress can be expressed in matrix
form as
Fu° = Ot° (4.3a)
o° = G°t e - F_ue (4.3b)
Using equation (4.2), these equations can be rewritten as
Fu = Gt + [Fup - Gtp] (4.4a)
= G_t - F_u + [F_up - G#tp + @P] (4.4b)
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The particular integral vectors up, tp, and _P of the above equations
are related to the initial stress by virtue of equation (4.1). Once
explicit relations are known, these functions are evaluated at nodal
points allowing equation (4.4)to be solved in the conventional manner
for a set of well-posed boundary conditions.
Effort is now turned toward deriving explicit expressions for the
particular integrals.
4.2.1 Two- and Three-D1menslonal Particular Integrals
The two- and three-dimensional particular integrals for
displacement are related to the Galerkin vector Fi via
(1-_) 1
u_ - _ Fi,kk -_Fk,ki (4.5)
where _ is Poisson's ratio.
Substituting this equation into equation (4.1) renders a
relationship between the Galerkin vector and the initial stress
function:
1 o (4.6)
Fi,kkJJ - (1-_) eiJ,J
In subsequent steps of this derivation, it will be advantageous
for the implicit expression of equations (4.5)and (4.6) to be related
by a second order tensor, rather than a vector. Therefore, a tensor
function hijis introduced where
O
hiJ,mmnn = cij (4.7)
Substitution of this equation into equation (4.6) and simplifying
yields an expression for the Galerkin vector in terms of this new
function:
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1
Fi = _ hij,j (4.8)
Finally, substituting this expression into equation (4.5)yields the
desired particular integral for displacement
u_ 1 1= _ hil,lkk 2_( -v)hlm,llm (4.9)
The particular integral for strain, stress and tractions are
found using the following relations
1 (up + u_,i) (4.10a)_j = _- ,J
e o
eiPj = Dijkl sPkl - aij (4.10b)
tiP= _iJ nj (4.10c)
where De
iJkl is the elastic constitutive relation given by equation
(2.7a). It is important to note that the initial stress must be
subtracted out of equation (4.10b) in order to produce the correct
particular integral for stress. The complementary function for stress
e l.e.
and strain, on the other hand, are related directly by Dljkl,
c e c
aij = Dljkl Skl"
Employing equations (4.10), the following expressions are
obtained for the particular integral for strain and stress:
1
_ _ J = _ 1 ( _i 1 , lk k _ + _ J 1 , 1 kki ( 1 i _ ) hlm,tjl m) (4.11)
(_)
_lJ - (1-_) hml,mlkk 6iJ + hil,Jlkk + hjl,llkk
1
(I-_) hlk,iJkl - hiJ,llkk (4.12)
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In passing we note the above relations for particular integral
are derived in terms of initial stress, which is consistent with
o
Chapter 2. An initial strain 8ij formulation is possible assuming
o
hlj,mmn n = 8ij (4.13)
where the associate particular integral for displacement is
(_) 1
uPi = _ hkk,lJj + 2 hiJ,Jkk - _ hkj,ikj (4.14)
The particular integrals given by equations (4.7), (4.9), (4.11)
and (4.12) have little practical use in this implicit form. However,
by applying the global shape function concept of the previous chapter,
an explicit formulation can be developed for analysis of problems with
general initial stress distributions.
Global Shape Function - Tensor hij(x) can be expressed in terms
of a fictitious tensor density _ij(_ ) as an infinite series using a
suitable global shape function C(x,_):
hml(X) =n}IC(X,_n)= _ml(_n) (4.15)
m,l= 1,2 for two-dimenslons
m,1 = 1,2,3 for three dimensions
Several functions were considered, however, the best results were
obtained with the following expression.
4 p4C(X, n) = Ao [ _ bn psi (4.16)
where
Ao is a characteristic length,
p is the euclidean distance between the field point x and the
source point {n"
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b is a constant, chosen in a manner described in sectionn
3.4.3. For the present discussion bn can assume the value
of unity.
All distances are non-dimensionalized by a characteristic length
AO •
The unknown fictitious densities are related to the initial
stress through equation (4.7). Substituting equation (4.15) into
equation (4.7) leads to
C_m =n_iK(X,_n) Olm(_n) (4.17)
where
g(x,_n) = C,mmnn(X,_n) = a - bp
= 8d(d+2) , b = bnlS(d+3)(d+l)a
d = 3; for three-dimensional analysis, and
d = 2; for two-dimensional (plane strain) analysis.
The particular integral for displacement can be found by
substituting equation (4.15) into equation (4.9).
U_(x)=n_IDlml(X,_n) _Im(_n) (4.18)
where
Dlml(X,_n) = Ao [(Cl+dlP) (YiSlm+Ym6il) + (c2+d2p)yl61m
d1
+ _- YiYlYm]
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Yi = [xi- (_n)i]
-s bn15
01 = 2p(1-_) dl 2_(1-_)
8(d+2) bn15(d+3)
c2 = cI + B d2 = dI
The particularintegralfor strain and stresscan be foundby
substitutingequation(4.18)into equation(4.10).Alternatively,
thesefunctionscan be founddirectlyby a substitutionof equation
(4.15)into equations(4.11)and (4.12).Employingthe lattermethod,
the particularintegralfor stresscan be writtenas
ciPj=n}lSij=im(x,_n)_im(_n) (4.19)
where
Sijlm(X,_n)= (e2+f2P)SjmSil+ (es+fsp)SijSlm+ (e4+f4P)SimSjl
fl
+ -- +p (YjYmSil YiYjSlm+YiYmSjl)
f2 fs f5
+_'- (YlYlSjm+yjYlSim)+_-" YlYmSiJ+_'_ YiYjYlYm
el = 2_cI fl = -f5= 2_dl
e2 = _(cI+c2) f2 = _(dl+d2)
es = el.k[Cl(d+l)+c2] fS = fl + k[dl(d+2)+d2]
e4 = e2 - a f4 --f2 + b
Finally, the particular integrals for traction are found using
equations (4.10c) and (4.19).
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Once again the plane stress formulation is derived from the two-
dimensional plane strain formulation by substituting the modified
material constants defined in equations (3.16) and (3.17) into the
plane strain equations.
4.2.2AxlsyemetrlePartleularIntegrals
Although the methodology for axisymmetric BEM analysis by
particularintegralsis similarto that of two-and three-dimensions,
the functions, of course, are different. In this section, an
axisymmetric form of particular integrals is presented for
axisymmetric initial stress body forceS.
The axisymmetric particular integrals can be derived by one of
the two methods described in Section 3.4.2.
These methods are:
1. A direct derivation utilizing the axlsymmetric form of the
differential operators in equations (4.7) and (4.9), and a
suitable axisymmetrlc shape function.
2. A derivation from the three-dimensional particular integral
utilizing appropriate cylindrical coordinate and tensor
transformations, and an analytic integration in the angular
(0) direction.
The second method has been adopted in this dissertation, and the
resulting axisymmetric particular integrals for initial stress,
displacement, and strain are given below.
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_0 (X) n
rr Kll 0 0 K_4 _rr(_n)I
_o (x) 0 n
zz _ K22 0 0 _zz(_n)
=n (4.20)=I
n
_z(x) 0 0 KSS 0 _rz(_n)
z_o(x) n nK41 0 0 K44 _ _O0(_n )
/ x,
_rr(_n)
/ w
n n n n
ePr(x) Ell El2 E1S El4 _rr(_n)
ePrz(X) E_I E_2 E_S E_4 l_rz(_n )
n n n
where Kij, Dij and Eij are subsequently defined.
The particular integral expression for stress and traction are
derived from equations (4.20) and (4.22) using equations (4.10b) and
(4.10c). In the present implementation, e_j(x) is evaluated using
equation (4.22)and the resulting values are substituted in equations
(4.10b) and (4.10c) for the numerical determination of for the _j(x)
and t_j(x).
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The following notation is used in defining the axisymmetric
particular integrals.
rx = xr radial coordinate of field point
Zx = xz axial coordinate of field point
r_ = (_r)n radial coordinate of the fictitious density node n
z_ = (_z)n axial coordinate of the fictitious density node n
Note, the subscript n will be dropped for simplicity. All
coordinates are nondimensionalized by a characteristic length Ao.
Z = ZX-- Z_
R = [(rx + r_)2 + z2]1/2
m = 4rxr_/R2
ml = m-1
K = K(m) is the complete Elliptic Integral of the first kind
E = E(m) is the complete Elliptic Integral of the second kind
E and K are defined in Appendix III.D
hl=O
1
h2 = -g
-I
h3 - 2p(l-v)
aI = h3/15
11o
a2 = h3115
a 3 = h2/3, + a1
bI = h318
b2 = h3/8
b3 = 3h2/4 + bI
b4 = -b1
General Form (rx # r_ and/or zx 4=Z_):
cI = K
c2 = (E-mlK)/m
c3 = [2E(2m-1)+ mlK(2-3m)]/3m2
c4 = [4(2m-1)e3 + 3ml02]/5m
05 = [6(2m-l)e4 + $mlc3]/Tm
e6 = [8(2m-I)05+ 7mlo4]/gm
eI = [2(l+ml)E- mlK]13
e2 = [4(1+ ml)eI - 3mlE]/fi
dI = E/mI
d2 = (K-E)/m
d3 = [E(l+mI) - 2mlK]/m2
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d4 = [E(2-7mI - 3m2) + K(9m1-1)ml]13m3
d5 = [e2 + 6m2E - 4mleI - 4m31K + m4 dl]/m4
F1 = 401/R
F2 = -4(202 - Cl)/R
F3 = 4(403 - 4o 2 + 01)/R
F4 = -4(8c4 - 1203 + 602 - el)IR
G1 = 4RE
G2 = 4mR (c 3 - 02 )
G3 = 2R [E-m (204 - 303 + 02)]
T1 = 4d1/R3
T2 = -4(2d 2 - dl)/R 3
T3 = 4(4d3 - 4.42 + dl)/R 3
T4 = -4(8d 4 - 12<:13+ 6d2 - dl)/R 3
T5 = 4(16d 5 - 32d 4 + 24d3 - 8d2 + dl)/R 3
If rx = 0 andlorr_ = 0 and zx _ z_, then the followingsubstitutions
shouldbe madefor Fa,Ga andTa
F1 = 2_IR
F2 = 0
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F3 --F112
F4 = 0
G1 = 2_R
G2 = 0
T1 = 2_IR 3
T2 = 0
T3 = T1/2
T4=O
T5 = 3T3/4
Particular Integral for Initial Stress:
KII(X,_) = _ - SGS
Kl4(x,_) = _ - 3(GI-G3)
K22(x,_) = 2x - 3G1
K33(x,_) = -3G2
K41(x,_) = _ - 3(G1-G 3)
K44(x,_) = _ - 3G3
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ParticularIntegralfor Displacement:
D11(x,_) = Ao { _(2al+a2+a3)rx- bl(rxGl-r_G2)
- (b2+b3)(rxG3-r_G2) - b2 [rx(r2x+ 2r_)F3 - rx2r_F4
_ 2+ 2)F2 rxr2F] ]r_(2rx r_ + _ 1
D12(x,_) = Ao { 2_alrx - bl(rxGl-r_G2) - b2(rxFl-r_F2)z2 }
D13(x,_) =-AoZ { 2b2 [(rx2+r_)F2 -rxr_(Fl+F3)] + (b2+b3)G2] }
D14(x,_) = Ao { _(2al+a2+a3)rx - (b2+b3) (G1-G3)rx
- bl(rxG1-r_G2) - b2rx2 [rx(F1-F3) - r_(F2-F4)] }'
D21(x,_) = AoZ { 2_aI -blG 1 - b2 (r2F.-2r..r_F.+r2F_)}
D22(x,_) = A_z { 2_(al+a2+a3) - (bl+b2+b3)G1 - b2z2F1}
D23(x,_) = -Ao. { 2_(a2+a3)r_ + (b2+b3) (rxG2-r_G1)
+ 2b2z2(rxF2-r_F1) }
D24(x,_) = AoZ { 2_aI -blG I b2rx2 (F1-F3) ]
Particular Integral for Strain:
Ell(X,_) = _(2a1+a2+a3)- bigI - (b2+b3)G3
+ (3b2+b3)rxr_F4 - [blr_+b2(4r2x+3r_)+ b3(r2+r_)IF3
+ rxr _ (2bl+$b2+b3)F2 - [blxr2+b2_r2]Fl•
+ b2 [rx2r_(Tl+T$) - 2rxr'(r2+r2)(T2+T4)_ x _ + (r4.4r2r2+r4)T_]_A _ _
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EI2(x,_) = 2haI - bigI - b1(r2Fi-2rxr_F2+r_F3) - b2z2F1
+ b2z2(r2T1-2rxr_T2+r_T 3)
E13(x,_) = (3b2+b3)r_zF 3 - (5b2+b3)rxzP2 + 2b2zr_F 1
2 2+ 2 rx(r2+2r_) 2+ rxr_T1]+ 2b2z [rxr_T4-r_(2rx r_)T3 T2 -
Ex4(x,_) = _(2a1+a2+a3) - bigI - (b2+b3) (G1-G3)
2 2 +
- bI (r2FI-2rxr_F2+r_F3) - (b2+b3) (rxFl-rxr_F2-rxF3 rxr_F4)
- b2rx [ 3rx(F1-F3) - 2r_(F2-F4) ]
2 [ rx2(Tl_T3 ) _ 2Pxr_(T2_T4) + r_(T3_T5 ) ]+ b2rx
E21(x'_) = 2_al - blG1 + b-z2(r2T'-2r-zx _ x gr'T^+r2T')g ±
-blz2 1-b2€2F3-2r   F2.r FI)
E22(x'_)= 2_(al+a2+a3) i (bl+b2+b3)Gl-[bl+4b2+b3] z2FI+b2z4TI
E23(X,_) = -z(b3+5b2) (rxF2-r_F1) + 2b2z3(rxT2-r_T1)
E24(x,_) = 2_aI - bigI - blZ2F1- b2rx2(F1-F3)+ b2z2rx2(T1-T3)
1
E31(x,_)= _ [ -z [ (3b2+b3)rxF3 - (2bl+3b2+b3)r_F2+2blrxF1]
1
E32(x,_) = _ {-z [(261+362+b3) (rxFl-r_F2)]+ 2b2z3(rxTl-r_T2) }
I15
I
1 (r2+r_+z2)F2 ]Es3(x, _) = _ { -2(b2+b3)G 2 + (3b2+b 3)[(rxr_(Fl+F 3) -
2 2
- 4b2z2 [rxr_(Tt+T3) - (rx+r_)T 2] }
1
E34(x,_)= _ { -2z bl(rxFl-r_F2).-z(3b2+b3)rx(Fi-F3)
2 [rx(Tl_T3)_ r_(T2_T4)]}+ 2b2z rx
E41(x,_) = Dll(X,_)/Aorx
E42(x,_) = Dl2(X,_)/Aorx
E43(x,_) = Dls(x,_)/Aorx
E44(x,_) = Dl4(X,_)/Aorx
If rx = O, then
E41(x._) = Ell(x,_)
E42(x,_) = E12(x,_)
E43(x,_) = El3(X,_)
E44(x,_) = EI4(X,_)
Singular Form (rx = r_ and zx = z_):
The general form of the axisymmetric particular integrals are
singular when rx = r_ and zx = z_. In this circumstance, the limiting
form of these functions, given below, should be used.
G1 = 8Px
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G2 = -GI/3
G3 = 7G1[15
Tl=4
T2 = -4/3
T3 = 28115
PartleularIntegralforInitialStress:
K11(x,_) = _ - 3G3
KI4(X,_)= _ - 3(G1-G3)
K22(x, _) = 2_ - _G1
K33(x, _) = -3G2
K41(x, _) = _ - 3(G1-G 3)
K44(xoZ_) = _ - 3G3
PartlcularIntegralforDisplacement:
Dll(X,_) = Aorx { 2_aI + _(a2+a3) - bl(G1-G2)
- (b2+b3) (Gs-G2) - b2rX (TI-2T2+T3)}
D12(x,_) = Aorx [ 2_aI - bI (G1-G2) }
Dl3(X,_) = 0
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I
DI4(Xo_) = Aorx [ 2_aI - bI(GI-G2)- b2rx(Ti-T3)
+ [(a2+a3)_- (b2+b3) (G1-G3)]}
D21(x,_)= 0
D22(x,_) = 0
D23(x,_) = -Aorx [ 2_(a2+a3) + (b2+b3) (G2-G1) }
D24(xo_) = 0
ParticularIntegralforStrain:
Ell(X,_)= _(2al+a2+a3) -blG1 - (b2+b3)G3
1
+ rX [(3b2+b3) (T2-T3)- (bl+b2) (TI-T2)+ _ b2 (T1-2T2+T3)]
E12(x,_) = 2_aI - bigI - blrx(T1-T2)
EI3(X,_) = 0
E14(x,_ = _(2al+a2+a3) -blG 1 - (b2+b3) (G1-G3)
1
- rx[bl(T1-T2)+ (2b2+b3)(T1-T3) + b213(T1+T2) - 2(T2+T3)]}
E21(x,_) = 2_aI -blG1 - b2rx(T1-T2)
E22(xo_)= 2_(a1+a2+a3)- (bl+b2+b3)G1
E23(x,_) = 0
E24(x,_)= 2_aI -blG1 - b2rx(Tl+T2)
E31(x,_) = 0
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E32(x._) = 0
3 1
E33(x'_) = - (b2+b3)G2+ (2 b2 + 2 b3)rx(T1-T2)
E34(x,_)= 0
E41(x,_) = D11(xo_)/AorX
E42(x._) = D12(x,_)/Aorx
E43(x,_) = 0
E44(x,_) = Dl4(X,_)/Aorx
If rx = O, then
Z41(x,_) = E11(x._)
E42(x,_) = EI2(X,_)
E43(x._)= 0
E44(x,_)= E14(x,_)
4.3 NUMERICALIMPLEMENTATION
The presentformulationis implementedin a manneranalogousto
Chapter3. Essentially,the procedureconsistsof evaluatingthe
relevant particularintegralsat nodalpointsandsolvingequation
(4.4)for thesevalues and a set of appropriateboundaryoondltions.
The particularintegralsare a functionof initialstress. However,
the initial stressof an inelasticanalysis is unknownand must be
determined as part of the solutlon process. Therefore, it is
necessaryto assemblethe equationsystemin a mannerthatwill admit
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to an inelastic solution algorithm. Both the iterative and the
variable stiffnessalgorithmsof Chapter2 can be employedwithout
modificationif the assemblyprocesspresentedbelowis utillzed.
For the purpose of numerical evaluation, the particular integral
series solutions of the previous section are truncated to a finite
number of terms. Note, the particular integrals of each region are
evaluated independent of the other regions, and calculated only in
regions where inelastic effects are anticipated.
Equations for u_ and t_ are written for the boundary node_ and
are expressed in matrix form for each region as
up = D 0
(4.23)
t p = T
in which D and T are matrices of the order (f'M) by (g'N) where M is
the number of boundary nodes, N is the number of terms in the series,
f is the number o_degrees of freedom of the analysis, and g is the
number of independent stress oomponents.
The initial stress, evaluated at the N nodal points, is expressed
as
a° = K 0 (4.24)
in which K is a well conditioned (g'N) by (g'N) mat@ix. Post-
multiplying equations (4.24) by K-I yields
= K-1 o° (4.25)
Back substituting this equation into equation (,4.23)renders
uP = D K-le o
(4.26)
tp_- T eo
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Similar particular integral expressions can be written for
displacement and stress at interior points of interest. The
particular integral solution for stress, corresponding to nodes of
equation (4.4b)o is written in matrix form as
e p = S K-1 o° (4.27)
Substituting equations (4.26) and (4.27) into equation (4.4) and
rearranging yields
Gt - Fu + Bo_ = 0
(4.28)
= Got - FOu+ B°_°
where
B = -[GT - FD]K-1
Be = -[GET- F_D]K-1
The equationsof (4.28)are in the same form as those obtainedby
conventional volume integration. After the above equationsare
generatedfor all regionsin a problem,theyare assembledin a manner
describedin Chapter2. The finalsystemequationsare expressedas
Abx = Bby + Cbe°
(4.29)
a = Aex + Bey+ Caa0
A solutionfor the inelastic,incrementalform of this equationis
obtainedusingoneof the two algorithmspresentedin Chapter2.
Finally we note,two time-savlngfeaturesthat are employedin
thepresentimplementation.
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First,carefulobservationof equation(4.15)reveals that the K
matrix(equation4.2S),in two- and three-dimensions,consists of N2
diagonalmatrixblocks. All diagonaltermsof a particulardiagonal
matrix block are the same value. By reducingeach diagonal matrix
block to a singleterm,the overall reducedmatrixis invertedat a
fraction of the cost of the whole. Expanding each term of the
invertedmatrixback to a diagonalmtrix blockproducesthe correct
K-1.
Second, the stress for a boundary point is directly (and
efficiently) calculated by the method described in section 2.3.2,
instead of using the formal particular integral procedure of this
chapter.
4.4 EXAMPLES
In this section, three examples are presented to demonstrate the
particular integral based, inelastic analysis.
4.4.1 Three-D_uaensionalAnalyslsof a Cubewlth Hardenlng
The three-dimensional,inelasticparticularintegralsare tested
on a unitcubein tensionwith plasticstrainhardening.The material
constantsare (inconsistentunits): E = 100, _ = 0.S and h = 50.0.
The surfaceof the cube is dlscretlzed(figure4.1)usingsix (eight-
noded)boundaryelements.The particularintegralsare definedusing
the twentyboundarynodesand one interiornode locatedat the center
of the cube. The displacementin the axial direction on a face
oppositethe fixedend is shownin figure4.2for increasingtension.
The particularintegralbasedresultsare in excellentagreementwith
theanalytlcalsolutlon.
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4.4.2 Axlsymmetric Analysis of a Thlck Cylinder
A thick cylinder (1:2 ratio) subjected to interior pressure is
analyzed using the axisymmetric, inelastic particular integral
formulation under the plane strain condition. The axisymmetric mesh,
shown in figure 4.3, has ten quadratic boundary elements. Twenty-
three nodes are used to define the particular integral domain
representation. The load-displacement response at the outer surface
is in good agreement with the analytical solution (Hill, 1950) as
shown in figure 4.4. The hoop strain at the inner and outer surface
is shown in figure 4.N for increasing pressure. Once again, the
results are in good agreement with the analytical solution.
4.5 CONCLUDING_
The particular integral based boundary element formulation
introduced in Chapter 3 was successfully extended to inelastic
analysis in the present chapter. The system matrices produced by this
method were assembled in the same form as those created using the
volume integral based method, and therefore, the two inelastic
solution algorithms, presented in Chapter 2, could be applied without
any modifications.
The method was demonstrated for a number of problems and
excellent agreement was obtained in comparison with existing results.
Practical applications of the present analysis will be presented in
Chapter 6.
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• ]gure 4.1
Three-dimensional Mesh of a Cube
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End Displacement of a Cube (with Strain Hardening) under Tension
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Figure 4.3
Axisymmetri¢ Mesh of a Thick Cylinder for a Particular Integral based
Plasticity Analysis (Diameter Ratio 1:2)
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Radial Displacement of the Outer Surface of a Thick Cylinder under
Internal Pressure (Plane Strain)
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Figure 4.6
I-loop Strain in a Thick CyIinder (Plane Stress)
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CHAPTERFIVE
BOUNDARYELEMENTFORMULATIONFORINHOMOGENEOUSMEDIA
5.1 INTRODUCTION
One deficiency of the boundary element method is its inability to
readily handle continuous material inh0mogeneities. However, a method
analogous to the plasticity procedure can be employed to overcome this
difficulty. In thls procedure, the effects of the inhomogeneltles in
the material are incorporated in the boundary element system through
an initial stress body force.
In this chapter, formulations for elastic and inelastic analysis
of inhomogeneous media are presented. The inhomogeneitles may occur
as a result of spatial variation in material parameters, or may be
thermally induced when material parameters are assumed to be
temperature dependent.
Successful inhomogeneous BEM formulations have been implemented
by Butterfield (1978) for potential flow problems and by Ghosh and
MukherJee (1984) for thermoelastic bodies. Both of these linear
analyses were based on iterative procedures. The present analysis is
a direct implementation which incorporates the inhomogeneous effects
into the system without iteration. Thls leads to a direct solution
procedure for elastic inhomogeneous problems and a single iteration
process for plasticity analysis. The formulations are implemented in
a two-dlmenslonal and axisymmetric, multireglon, general purpose
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system. Since the procedure involves an initial stress body force,
the volume must be appropriately represented in both elastic and
inelastic analysis. Either the conventional volume integral or the
new particular integral representation may be used for this purpose.
5.2 B_4FORMULATIONFORELASTICINHOMOGENEOUSMEDIA
In Chapter2, theboundaryintegralequationsarederivedvia the
Bettlreciprocalwork theorem. Although,this theoremis valld for
continuumsof generalmaterial,theadoptionof theKelvinpointforce
solution renders the resulting integral equationsvalld only in
homogeneous, isotropic material. Nevertheless, material
inhomogeneities can be incorporated in the standard boundary integral
equations through a volume integral or the particular integral
equivalent.
The differential equation expressed in terms of stress (equation
2.1) is independent of material, and therefore, valid for
inhomogeneous material.
_iJ,J + fi = 0 (5.1)
The strain in an elastic, inhomogeneous, isotropic body is related to
stress via
_e,L m
_iJ = Vljkl Ski (5.2a)
or
e_1 ^e,L= Uijkl _iJ (5.2b)
where:
the superscript L indicates the use of a (local) constitutive
relation that varies with position, i.e.,
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De,L
ijkl = k(x) 5ij 5kl + 2_(x) 6ik 6jl, and
mechanical strain 8_1 is defined in terms of total strain
_l = Zkl - 5kl a(x) T (5.3)
Substituting the strain-displacement equation (2.4) and equation
(5.2) into equation (5.1) yields the displacement form of the
equilibrium equation. Since material parameters are a function of
position, the resulting expression will include spatial derivltives of
these parameters. These derlvltives can be avoldedo-however, by
recasting the constitutive relation in an alternate form as described
below:
m
The mechanical strain _ij is divided into two parts; a
homogeneous strain zhij and an inhomogeneous strain _ij"
m h i
8ij = 8ij + 8ij (5.4)
The homogeneous strain is defined with respect to global reference
material parameters kG and _G that do not vary with position.
_h _e,G
ij = Cijkl _kl (5.5)
Or
_e,G h
_lj = UiJkl 8kl . (5.6)
Ce,G D e,G are the global compliance tensors. The
where iJkl' iJkl
inhomogeneous strain is simply the supplement part
_i m _ 8h
ij = giJ iJ (5.7)
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Using equation (5.4)in equation (5.6)yields an expression for stress
in terms of the global compliancetensor:
_e,G m i
_iJ = Uijkl ekl - ekl (5.8)
where
_i _e,G i= Uijkl _kl (5.9)
or using the definition of mechanical strain, a relation between
stress and total strain can be expressedas
_e,G t i
_iJ = UlJkl Zkl - _kl - _kl (5.10)
where
_I _e,G= Uijkl 6kl e(x) T (5.11)
Note in this calculation the local value u(x) is assumed, but the
constitutiverelationiswlth respect to global referenceparameters.
Substitution of equation (5.10) and the straln-dlsplacement
relation into equation (5.1)leads to the displacement equilibrium
equationexpressedin termsglobal material parameters:
o
(kG+ G) uj,ij + G ul,jj + fl = °iJ,J (5.12)
where
o t i
_ij = ciJ + ciJ
Note, since kG and MG are not a functionof position,they are removed
from within the differentialoperators.
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Equation (5.12) is the extended form of the Navier equation,
expressedin terms of the global referenceparameters. The boundary
integral equations satisfying equation (5.12)were presented in
Chapter2. The expression for displacement (neglectingbody forces)
is repeated here.
Cij(_)ui(_)= _ [Gij(x,_)ti(x)- Fij(x,_)ui(x)]dS(x)
S
+ _ Bikj(X,_) _k(X) dV(x) (5.13)
V
where the kernel functionsassume the global reference parameters.
Similar expressions for stress and strain can be written.
Alternatively, a solution satisfyingequation (5.12) also can be
formulated using the particularintegralprocedurepresentedin the
previouschapter. Regardlessof the formulationemployed, the final
form of the system equationsare the same for both the volumeintegral
and the particularintegral based procedures. The solutionto the
boundary value problemrequires the knowledgeof the inhomogeneous
part of the initialstress. To this end, equation (5.2) is set equal
to equation (5.8), and upon rearranging, the followingrelation is
obtained.
= ,_e,G_ _e,L. m (5.14)
_lJ _UiJkl UiJkl; ekl
This expression is analogous to equation (2.52c) of the
plasticity formulation and it plays a similar role in the iterative
procedurefor inhomogeneousproblem. However, unlike plasticity,the
elastic,inhomogeneousanalysis is not incremental.
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The inhomogeneous problem can be solved using the following
iterative procedure. The integral equations for the boundary system
and interiorstresses are integrated and assembled in theusual manner
(Chapters2 and 4) ci
• lj is initially assumed to be zero. The
boundaryproblem is solved underthis conditionand the resulting
stresses(and strains)are determinedat cell nodes(orparticular
integralnodes). Usingequation(5.14),the inhomogeneouspart of the
initialstressesare determinedat thesesame nodes. In additionto
the external loading,the calculatedvalues for the inhomogeneous
(initial)stressare appliedto the system. The problemis resolved
and new valuesfor _j aredetermined.Thisprocessis repeateduntil
a convergencedsolutionis obtained.
The rate of convergence is dependent on the degree of
inhomogeneity,the choiceof global referenceparameters,and the
geometryand loadingof the problem. In some casesthe convergence
may be slow or may not convergeat all. For thisreason,a direct
algorithm,analogousto the variablestiffnessplasticitymethodof
Chapter 2, is developed• In this procedure, the unknown,
inhomogeneouspart of the initial stress is eliminatedfrom the
boundarysystempermittinga directsolution.
The present formulationis implementedon a nodal basis,and
therefore,the subsequentderivationis carriedout on the discrete
nodal equationsratherthan on the (continuous)integralequation.
First,the integralequationsare integratedfor a system of nodal
equationsand assembledin a mannerdescribedin Chapter2 or Chapter
4. Sincethe assembledformof the boundaryequationsare slmllarfor
both the volume integral base method and the particularintegral
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formulation, no distinction is necessary in the present derivation.
These assembled equations are repeated here in matrix form:
Abx = Bby + cb_ t + cb_ L (5.15a)
= A6x + B_y + _¢t + ce_L (5.15b)
where a stress equation is written for every node where the unknown
_ij C@ is a matrix.exist.Therefore, square
Substitutingequation(5.2b)into equation(5.14)we arrive at
thenodalrelation
_ij ,_e,G _e,L . .e,L= 'UiJkl - Uijki; _klmn _mn (5.16)
In the present work, we will assume the modulus of elasticity may
vary with position, but Poisson's ratio is constant over the domain.
This is a realistic assumption for most materials. Upon invoking this
assumption, the following simplification is possible.
ne,G _e,L . ^e,L EG-EL
-iJkl -' UiJki) Uklmn - EL 5im 5jn (5.17)
where EG and EL are global and local moduli of elasticity,
respectively. Substituting this result in equation (5.16) and
rearranging yields
= H lj (5.18a)_iJ
where
EL
H = -- (5.18b)
EG_EL
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Applying this relation to the nodes of equation (5.15)o a matrix
expression can be written:
= The:t (5.19)
where I represents the identify matrix and h represents a nodal vector
of corresponding nodal values of H.
Substituting equation (5.19) into equation (5.15b) yields
Iho"i = A°X + B_y + C°'at + C°o"1 (5.20)
and upon rearranging equations (5.15a) and (5.20) we have
Abx = bb + cb_ri (5.21a)
Do_ = A°x + ba (5.21b)
where
bb = Bby + cb_t
bO'= BO'y + coo.t
D=Th_C o"
Equation (5.21b) can then be recast as:
e 1 = D-1 (A°x + b°) (5.22)
Substituting the above equation into equation (5.21a) results in the final
system equation:
A*x = b* (5.23)
where
A* = Ab - FAa,
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b* = bb + Eb_, and
E = CbD-1
This equation can be solved for the unknown vector x using
standardnumericaltechniques. Once x is found,equation(5.22)is
used to calculatethe inhomogeneouspart of the inltialstress,and
equation(5.19)is used to evaluatethe correspondlngstressat these
nodes. With vectorx and aI determined,the dlsplaoement,stressor
straincan be foundat any point•
In a multi-regionsystem,thematricesof theaboveequationsare
block-banded.When theaboveformulationis efficiently'implemented,
this property leads to a reduction of work in the matrix
multiplication.Furthermore,the inversionof matrlxD is carriedout
one regionat a t_me in a substructuredanalysis.
5.3 B_FORMULATIONFOR INELASTICINHOMOGENEOUSMEDIA
The totalinelasticstrainincrementis comprisedof an elastic,
plasticand thermalstrainratecomponents:
• "e "o "t (5.24)
eiJ = _iJ + e_ + eij
The elastic strain rate can be unceremoniously divided into two parts:
a homogeneous strain rate j; and a inhomogeneous strain rate elj.
using global material constants, e_j can arbitrarily be defined as
_e,G (5.26a)
J = _iJkl %1
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• _e0G "h
or aij = Vijkl ekl (5.26b)
:I °and j is defined as the difference between sij and j
In light of equation (5.25), equation (5.24) can be rewritten as
_h _- _ _ _
and substituting this result in equation (5.26b) leads to the
following relation for stress rates.
" _e,G " _e,G "t _e,G "i _e,G _p
_iJ = ijkl Ski - ViJkl ekl - iJkl Ski - v ijkl J (5.28)
Rewriting the above equation in simpler form yields a global
constitutive relation for inhomogeneous plastic media•
_e,G o
_lJ = Vijkl ekl - °iJ (5.29)
where
oeij = j + aij + j (5.30a)
j = Vijkl Ski (5.30b)
j = ViJkl Ski (5.30c)
The displacement rate formulation of the equilibrium equation for
inhomogeneous media is derived by substituting the above constitutive
relation and the strain-dlsplacement relation into the stress rate
equilibrium equation. The resulting equilibrium equation is
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(kG + _G) uj,ij + _G ui,jj + fi = o_j,j ($.31)
where _G_G are the global material constants, and the initial stress
rates are defined by equation (5.S0).
Once again, it is apparent that the boundary integral equation
derived in Chapter 2 or the alternate particular integral formulation
of Chapter 4, satisfies the above equilibrium equation• The thermal
(initial) stress rates are calculated from the known temperature
distribution, however, the initial stress rates for the plastic and
inhomogeneous effects, are unknown and must be determined as part of
the solution procedure. Therefore, it is necessary to derive a
relation between these initial stress rates and the current rate of
stress.
A relation for the inhomogeneous (initial) stress c_j will be
derived first• In both the elastic and plastic regions, the elastic
strain rate is related to the stress rate via the local elastic
constitutive relation.
• _e,L "e (5.32a)
_ij = _lJkl 8kl
or
•
_iJ = UiJkl (Skl - i ) ($.32b)
where
i = 8kl - 8kl ' and
8_1 = 0 in the elastic region
(This equation is analogous to equation ($.2) of the previous
section•) Equating this with equation ($.28) and rearranging leads to
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the desired relation
il
_ij = (OiJkl - DiJkl; (ekl KI ) (5.33a)
or
"i = t_e,G _e,L. "m
_iJ ,Uijkl - Uijkl; (Skl) for the elastic region (5.33b)
Next a relation involving the plastic (initial) stress is derived
using the local elastoplastic constitutive relation (equation (2.50)):
= nep,L m
ciJ _iJkl 8kl (5.34)
Equating this to equation (5.29) yields
j + j = (Dijkl- Dijkl;Sklfor the plasticregion. (5.35)
The equationsabove suggest the use of a single iteratlve
procedurein whichtheeffectsof the inhomogeneityand plasticityare
treatedtogether. In an iterativealgorithm (similarto the one in
Chapter2) a small load incrementis applied to the system,and the
resultingelasticstressstateis determined.Theoretically,this
stress state is checked at nodal points through the domain and
dependingwhetheror not the yield conditionis violated, either
equation (5.33b)or equation (5.35)is employed. However, when
Inhomogeneitiesexistin the body,the boundaryintegral equations
will yield a fictitiousstateof stress that is dependent on the
global referenceparameters,and therefore,the choiceof equation
(S.SSb) or (S.35) is not clear• The proper choice, however, is
criticalsinceplasticdeformationis irrecoverableand the use of the
wrongequationwill ultimatelyresultin error. So, beforetheeffect
of plasticitycan be accountedfor, the actualinhomogeneouselastic
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stressstatemust be determinedby its own initialstresscorrection.
Hence,a doubleiterativeprocedureis necessaryto accountfirst,for
the inhomogeneltyeffect,and second,the plasticityeffect. More
specifically,betweeneachIterativestepof theplastlcltyalgorithm,
it is impliedthata convergeinhomogeneoustateis achievedthrough
a separateiteration.
This double iteration is very costly and a scheme for
acceleratingthe convergence(similarto that of Chapter2) would be
essential.Also,furtherstudymay revealthatadditionalsavingscan
be obtainedat lateriterations,i.e.,durlnginitial iterationsof
each load step,a doubleiterationprocessis necessary,however,at
lateriterations,when theplasticregimeis clearlydefined,a single
iterativeproceduremay proveviable.
Nevertheless, a semi-direct method, based on the direct
formulationof the previoussection,is possible. In thisprocedure,
the inhomogeneouseffects are directly incorporatedin theboundary
systemthrougha back-substitutlonf the stressrate equations,and
the plastic deformationis incorporatedin the systemthroughan
iterationprocess. Hence,themethodentailsonly a singleiteration
process in which inhomogeneityis satisfiedat all times. In the
presentwork thisapproachis adopted. Therefore,it is necessaryto
separate the plasticity and inhomogeneitleseffects of equation
(S.3,).This couldbe accomplishedby subtractingequation(,.S3a)
from equation (,.3,),resulting in
_e,L _ nep,L,'m ,_e,G _e,L ,splj='vljkl ljkl,Skl+' ljk1- lJkl' i
De'G "P ('.36)
-iJkl "kl
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This equation, however, is not an expllclt relation betweenthe
plastic (initial) stress rate and the current rate of stress (or
strain). Therefore, this equation is reformulated in an alternate
manner consistent with Chapter 2. From equation (2.52c), the
mechanical strain at a point in which yielding occurs is related to
the plastic (initial) stress rate via
_i ._e,L _ep,L,'mj = (Uijkl- Uljkl;Sijkl (5.37)
The bar indicatesthat the plastic stress rate is related to the
plastic strain rate through the local constitutiverelationsas
follows
_ _e,L ,_eoL _ _ep,L,'mj = Uijkl(Uklmn klmn,e n (5.38)
Substitutionof this resultinto equation(5.30d)yields the desired
formof the relation:
_ _e,G _e,L ,_e,L _ep,L,'mj = UijklUklmn_Umnop- UmnopJSop (5.39)
(Thisis a restatementof equation(5.36)).Wlth equations(5.33)and
(5.39),the seml-dlrectBEM procedurefor inelastic,inhomogeneous
mediacan be formulated.
We beginwith the systemequations(fromeitherChapter2 or 4)
expressedin matrixform:
Abx : Bb; + cb_t + cb_i + C> (5.40a)
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Once again, the Poisson ratio is assumed not to vary spatially
within a substructured region. Therefore, the following relation
between the stress rate and the inhomogeneous (initial) stress rate
can be written:
1
where
EL
H = --
EG_EL _ .
or expressed in matrix form for the nodes of equation (4.40b)
=Ih (5.42)
Substituting this into equation (4.40b) leads to
and rearranging equations (S.40a) and (5.43) yields_
Abx = bb + cb_l + cb_P (S.44a)
where
D=Ih-C _
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Substitutingequation(5.44b)into (5.44a)resultsin the final system
equation:
where
A= : Ab _ EAa
;-=;b +r;"
Ce = Cb + ECa
E= -t
This equationsystemfor inhomogeneousinelasticmaterialtakes
on the same form as the homogeneous,inelastic equation (see eq.
2.54),and can be solved in a similar fashionusing the iterative
plasticitymethod. The stressat cell nodes(or particularintegral
nodes) can be found using equation(5.42)where the corresponding
inhomogeneous(initial)stress _ is definedby equation (5.44b).
After the unknowns on the boundary have been determined, the
displacementand stressat anypointin thebodycan be foundwith the
appropriatediscretizedintegralequation.
A few commentsare in order. First,when the inhomogeneitiesare
caused by a prescribed variation in material parameters, the
inhomogeneitiesremainconstantand the boundarysystemneed only be
constructedonce. However,thermally inducedinhomogeneitiesvary
with change of temperatureand the boundary system should, in
principle,be reconstructedat every load increment. Thermally
inducedinhomogeneitiesare,however,verymild and reconstructionis
not necessaryat every load step. Instead,reconstructioncan be
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delayed until the resulting error surpasses a prescribed tolerance.
This brings us to the second point; efficiency. Although it is
necessary to explicitly construct the A* matrix (and in the process
construct the D -I and E matrices), other matrix manipulations
associated with the right hand side of equation (5.45) are unnecessary
and can be handled more efficiently through a series of matrix/vector
multiplications. More specifically, equation (5.45) should be set up
in the following manner.
bl = bb + cb_p
=
Note vector b 3 can be used a second time during the calculation of the
inhomogeneous (initial) stress rates (equation (5.44b)) and subsequent
calculation of the real stress rate (equation (5.42)).
Finally, it is possible to formulate an entirely direct approach,
for the analysis of inelastic, inhomogeneous media, by employing the
variable stiffness plasticity technique together with the direct
formulation for inhomogeneities. However, this approach is very
costly and inefficient due to the large amount of matrix manipulations
involved. For instance, the matrix multiplications in equation
(5.44b) and (5.42) has to be carried out explicitly in order to form
the inhomogeneous stress rate equation. And, in addition to the
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construction of matrix A* of equation (5.45),the Ce matrix also has
to be explicitly constructed. Finally, once the inhomogeneous
operations are complete, the matrix operations associated wlththe
variable stiffnessmethod must still be carried out. Therefore, the
overheadinvolved in the setup of the completely direct procedurewill
inhibit its chance of becoming a viable alternative. This is
particularly true for thermally induced inhomogeneitles since it
requiresrepeated constructionof the inhomogeneoussystem.
5.4EXAMPLES
In this section,three examples are presented to demonstratethe
inhomogeneous formulations. Inhomogeneous variation is usually
relatively mild in most problems. However, for purpose of
demonstration,severevariationsare assumedin these examples.
5.4.1 Elastic Rod wlth Spatially VaryingModulus
An elastic cylindrical rod shown in figure 5.1a has an elastic
modulus that varies throughthe length. A uniformtractionis applied
to top, and the bottom surface is fixed in the axial direction. An
axlsymmetricdiscretization,shown in figure 5.1b, has three boundary
elements and one volume cell. The material propertiesof the rod are
(in consistentunits):
100E(z)= --l+z
=0.3
The global reference modulus is assumed to be unity EG = 1.0. The
axial strain through the cube is shown in figure S.2 for an applied
tractionof tz = 100. Good agreementis obtainedwith the analytical
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solution_z = (l+z).
5.4.2 ElastloCube withTemperatureDependentModulus
An elasticcubewith a temperaturedependentelastlcmodulusis
analyzedunderplane strainconditions. For a cubein plane strain
with boundaryconditionsshownin 5.3aand subjectedonly to thermal
loading,the followingrelationsareobtained
(I+_,)
8x - (I-_)aT
_y = 8z = _xy = 0
ax = Crxy= 0
aT
ay = _z = -E (l_v)
In most materials,the modulusis usually assumedto vary as a
linearfunctionof temperaturewithina prescribedtemperaturerange.
In termsof temperatureT thiscan be expressedas
E(t) = Eo + k(T-To)
whereE° is the elastlcmodulusat the referencetemperatureTo. The
changein modulusin most real materialsis usuallyquitesmall, and
therefore,k is usuallya verysmall value. However,in this example
a severe variation of elastic modulus (k=l) is assumed for
demonstrationpurposes. The assumedtemperaturedistributionand
materialpropertiesare (inconsistentunits):
T(x)= lOOx
a = 0.7x 10-3
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=0.3
Eo = 100.0 at To = 0.0
k =1.0
Therefore,
E(T) = 100 + T
or
E = 100 (l+x)
Substitutingthese values in the expressionfor stressand strain
yield
e = O.13xX
= -10x(l+x)Y
and integratingthe strainacrossthe lengthyieldsan expressionfor
displacement:
u = 0.065x2x
The disoretlzationof the cube,shownin figure5.3b,has four
boundary elements and nlne particular integral nodes. The
displacementand stressprofileobtainedfromtheanalysisis shownin
figures 5.4and 5.S,respectively. Good agreementis obtainedin
comparisonto the analyticalsolutions.
5.4.3 Plastic Analysis of a Cube with Spatially Varying Modulus
The plastic deformation of an inhomogeneous cube (figure 5.6a) in
tension is analyzed under plane strain conditions. The
discretlzatlon,shown In figure 5.6b,consists of four boundary
elementsand one volume cell. The material properties,described
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below, assume a modulus of elasticity that varies as a function of x.
Givenin consistentunits:
E = 100/(1+x)
=0.3
= I00.0o
h = 50.O
EG = 1.O
In figure5.7,the displacementrate profilethrough'thecube in
the x direction(aty = O) is given for loads: tX = 100. (yield),
tx = 110., tx = 120.,and tx = 130. Good agreement is found in
comparisonwith theanalyticalsolution.A similargraphis given for
the lateraldlsplacementrate (aty = 0.5)in figure5.8. Once again,
goodagreement,withthe analyticalsolution,is obtained.
5.5 CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An axisymmetric and two-dimensional, boundary element
formulations were derived for elastic and inelastic, thermal.
inhomogeneous media. The elastic formulation employed a direct
solution procedure. The inelastic formulation used a semi-direct
procedure based on the iterative plasticity algorithm presented in
Chapter 2. The results obtained by this method for the example
problems were in excellent agreement with analytical solutions.
The present formulation can be extended to three-dlmenslonal
analysis without difficulty.
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CHAPTERSIX
ADVANCEDENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In previous chapters, elementary examples such as cubes, spheres
and cylinders are used to verify the accuracy and convergence of
proposed formulations. These problems were chosen since their
simplicity gave way to analytical solutions.
In this chapter, more challenging problems of practical interest
are considered.
6.2 ELASTIC ANALYSIS
6.2.1 Bendlngof a Circular Plate
A clamped, circular plate subjected to a uniformly distributed,
circular, patch load is shown in figure 6.1a. The plate is modeled by
a five region, axisymmetric mesh shown in figure 6.1b. The modulus of
elasticity is E = 210,000, the Poisson's ration is _ = 0.3, and a/b =
10.
In figures 2 and 3, the radial, tangential, and shear stresses
obtained using the present axisymmetric BEM analysis is compared with
Reisner's plate theory and a boundary element solution based on
Reisner's plate theory (Van der Weeen, 1982). General agreement is
exhibited by the various analyses. The BEM solution of the present
analysis, deviates slightly from the plate theory results under the
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origin and near the support. However, this is expected, since plate
theory is invalld near such conditions.
The same problem was analyzed with a single regionmesh. Results
were unchangedfrom those shown.
6.2.2 Co-4oml Water Tank
A BEM analysis of a water tank shown in Figure 6.4 is carriedout
using the axisymmetricgravitationalparticular integralspresentedin
Chapter S. The hoop stress on the inside surface of the tank
subjected to hydrostatic pressure is shown in Figure 6.4 along with
the result from Zienklewlcz (1977). The two results are similar
although an exact comparisonis not possible since geometry data and
material constantsare not given for the later case. In Figure 6.5,a
comparisonof BEM solutionsare presentedfor the hoop stress,on both
the inner and outer surface (alone A-B)of the tank, for two different
loadings. The first loading is hydrostatic pressure only, and the
second is a combinationof the hydrostaticpressure and self-welght.
Note that in the lower section the hoop stress at the outer surfaceis
compressive,i.e.the bending effect is dominant there.
One hundredisoparametrlcquadraticboundaryelements are used to
model the body. The tank is assumed to be constructed of concrete
with p = 4.65 Ibm/ft.3, E = 3.472x106 psi, and _ = 0.18. The
thickness of the uniform section is taken to be I ft. The time
required for integration is reduced by dividing the tank into slx
subregions. Two or more elements are used at every interface to
insure an accurate representation of the variables across the
interface. The computationtime for a single region mesh is one and
one-half that of the six subregion model, although the computed
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results are almost identical. A solutionto within 5_ of the one
shownis achievablewith half thenumberof elements.
6.2.3 Rotating Hub
The axisymmetric BEM analysis of a rotating disk is carried out
using the centrifugal particular integral discussed in Chapter 3.
Fourteen boundary elements with twenty-nine nodes are used to model
the axisymmetric hub (see Figure 6.6). In addition to the boundary
nodes, stresses at eight internal points are determined. In Figures
6.6 and 6.7, the contours of tangential stress and equivalent stress
are shown. Inadequate data is given in Zienkiewicz (1977) for a
detailed comparison of the similar problem, however, the similarities
are obvious.
6.S INELASTICANALYSIS
6.S.I Thick Cylinder of TwoMaterials (wlthStra!nHardening)
When a body consists of two or more materials a multl-region
capability becomes a necessity. The axisymmetric representation of a
thick cylinder of two materials is shown in Figure 6.8 and the
variable strain hardening curve for each material is described in
Table 6.1 below. The load-displacement behavior of the inner and
outer surfaces is shown in Figure 6.9 for both the direct and
iterative BEM algorithms based on volume integration. Once again
excellent agreement is achieved between the two methods with the
direct method producing a solution up to collapse whereas the
iterative method does not. The load-displacement curve is initially
straight while both materials are elastic and starts to bend as the
inner material begins to yield. At this early stage at which only the
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inner cylinder has yielded, the evidence of the nonlinearities are not
appreciable. It is not until the outer material begins to yield that
substantial nonlinearities develop.
The cpu times were essentially the same for both methods.
TABLE6.1
Material1 Material2
YieldStress= 10,000psl YieldStress= 36,000psi
Plastic _Plastic
Stress (psi) Strain Stress (psi) Strain
i0,000 0.00 36,000 0.00
30,000 0.02 60,000 0.04
40,000 0.04 60,000 1.00
40,000 1.00
6.3.2 SteelPressureYessel
An axisymmet_ic,elastoplasticanalysisof a vesselsubjectedto
internalpressureis shownin figure6.10. The vessel,constructedof
steel, has a moduius of elasticity,Polsson'sratio,and a yield
stress of E = 29.12 x 106 psi, _ = 0.3, and*_o = 40,540 psi,
respectively. The Yon Mises criterionis assumedwlth no strain
hardening.Six regions,nlnety-ninequadraticboundaryelements,and
twelve quadratic volume cells are used to model the body (Figure
6.11). Using engineering intuition, cells must be placed In areas
where yielding Is anticipated. The weld connection between the
spherical shell and branch is of prime concern and it Is in this
region that the cells are situated. The other flve regions are
assumed to remain elastic, and at the end of the analysis It must be
verified that the stresses in these regions have not violated the
yield condition.
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A plot of the vertical deflection of point A wlth increasing
pressure obtained from both the variable stiffness and iterative
plasticity algorithm by volume integration is shown In Figure 6.12
along with results obtained by Zienkiewicz (1977) using the finite
element method and test results by Dinno and Gill. The BEM results
are in excellent agreement with the results obtained by FEM. The
numerical solutions slightly deviate from the experimental results.
This variation is due to the idealizations In the numerical analysis,
such as ideal plasticity and the adoption of Von Mises criterion.
More importantly, the body is assumed homogeneous when in reality the
weld and the surrounding region will exhibit greater Stiffness.
It should be noted that the variable stiffness method proceeds
farther along the curve than the iterative procedure which does not
converge at these load levels. The cpu times of the two BEM analysis
were about equal, although on a virtual memory computer (HP9000) the
real time of the direct plasticity method was greater than the
iterative procedure due to excessive page faulting. The use of a
multiregion system in both BEM analysis reduces the computational time
dramatically, since each nodal equation need only be integrated over
the surface in which it is contained. Furthermore, the volume
integration need only be performed over the region containing cells.
In the past it has been sald that BEM analysis should not be used
on bodies of narrow cross-section, but through sophisticated numerical
integration and the utilization of a fine mesh, excellent results are
obtained.
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6.3.3 ResidualStressesin a CylindricalRod
An axisymmetrico thermoplastic problem of practical interest
shown in figure 6.13, regards the residual stresses in a long
cylindrical rod induced by cooling. In this problem the temperature
of a rod constructedof 1060 steel is raisedgraduallyto 1250°Fand
then quenched in a brine spray, quickly lowering the temperature to
80°F. Experimentalresults obtained by Carman and Hess at Frankford
Arsenal are given in Boley and Welner (1960)for the residual stresses
through the cross-sectionon the mldplane of the rod. The Von Mises
yield criterion is assumed with a yield value that varies with
temperature
-14.3 t + 48710.0 for t < 400
Co(t) = -18.7 t + 50470.0 for 400 <_t _<775
-46.3 t + 71900.0 for t > 775
where _o = yield stress (psi)and t is current temperature (F°).
An assumed Blot number of 10 is used in determiningthe rate in which
heat is diffused through the rod.
Utilizing the iterative plasticity algorithm, ten quadratic
boundary elements and twelve quadraticvolume cells were enough to
produce excellent results for this rather complex problem. Symmetry
was utilized by the introductionof a roller boundary conditionon the
horizontal bottom face. The residual stresses along this face are
given in figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16.
6.3.4 FlexibleCircularFooting
This problem concernsa flexible circular footingon an elastic-
ideally plastic half space which has a modulus of elasticity of E =
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10,000kN/m2, Poisson'sratioof _= 0.25and a yield stressof 4o =
173.2kNlm2 (Cu= Co/E). AVon Misescriterionand associatedflow
ruleis assumed.
For this axisymmetrlcanalysis,two modelingregionsare used.
Oneregionenclosestheanticipatedplastlczoneand the otherdefines
the remainderof the half spacewhich is assumedto remainelastic.
In Figure6.17,elementsmodellng the infinitehalf spaceare shown
startingat the axis of symmetryand continuingalone the surfaceup
to a finite distancewhere it is assumed that additlonalelements
(modelingthe infiniteboundary)do not affectthe functionsin the
area of interest. (Inan argumentsimilarto the three-dlmenslonal
proofdescribedby Watson(1979),thisassumptioncan be shownto hold
valid for axisymmetry.)When calculatingthe coefficientsfor the
slngular node of the Fij (traction)kernel via the 'inflationmode
technique',the modeled region must be completely bounded by a
surface. Keepingin mind that thesecoefficientsare dependentonly
on thegeometryof theirrespectiveboundaryelement,the openregion
can be artlficiallyclosedwith an arbitrarysurface.Thisarbitrary
surfaceis definedwith so called 'encloslngelements'and theironly
role is in the calculatlonof the singularboundarycoefficients.It
is to be understoodthatthenodalpointsof the enclosingelementsdo
not becomepart of the boundarysystem.
In order to find the convergenceof the correct solutlon, a
numberof cell patternswere constructedfor the plasticregion. Two
of thesemeshesthatwere fine enoughto producesatisfactoryresults
are shownin Figure6.18aand 6.18b. The load-dlsplacementbehavior
at the center of the footingis shownin Figure6.19along side the
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results obtained by Cathie and Banerjee (1980) where the exact
analytleal collapse load for this problem is 6C u, The results of
Cathie and BanerJee (1980) are stiffer than the results of the present
paper. The reason for this is the original analysis utilized cells
with constant variations of initial stress rates in contrast to the
quadratic shape functions used in the present analysls. More
importantly, the first investigators calculated stress rates via a
linear shape function representation for displacement rates (as in the
finite element method), whereas the present analysis uses an accurate
integral representation for this. In Figures 6.20 and 6.21 the
vertical stress and horizontal stress along the axis of symmetry is
shown.
It is important to point out a complication associated with the
idealization of the flexible footing. Any applied loading
discontinuity can be accurately represented by the boundary element
discretization since tractions are described on a per element basis.
However, the boundary stress rates do not as easily admit to a
discontinuity. In the present analysis the stress rates are
calculated individually at the node on each adjoining elements using
theboundary stress calculation and the average value is assumed.
Therefore, the stress rates are smoothed out across the discontinuity.
Alternative ways to handle this difficulty are to model the edge of
the footing as a ramp function across a single element and thus
avoiding the discontinuity, or a double node can be introduced at thls
point (one for each adjoining cell) and stress averaging eliminated.
In any case the element(s) containing the troubled point should be
kept small to better approximate the stress across the discontinuity.
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6.S.$ Three-dimenslonalAnalysisof a NotchPlate
The plasticdeformationof a notchplatesubjectedto tensionis
analyzedunderplanestressconditions.Four combinationsof analyses
are considered:
Particular Integral - Iterative
Particular Integral - Variable Stiffness
Volume Integral - Iteratlve
Volume Integral - Variable Stiffness
The material properties for the plate are:
E = 7000 kg/mm2
= 0.2
kg/mm 2 (Yon Mises yield criterion)
_0 24.3
h =0.0
A 90° notch is cut out of the sides of the plate. The maximum to
minimum width ratio is 2 and the thickness is 6110 of the maximum
width. A quarter of the plate is discretized in two Subregions as
shown in figure 6.22. The region, containing the notch, has thirty
quadratic boundary elements. The inset in this figure shows six
(twenty-node) isoparametric cells (with sixty-eight distinct cell
nodes) which are used in the volume integral based analysis. In the
particular integral analysis, particular integrals are defined using
the boundary nodes and three interior nodes (corresponding to the mid-
side nodes of the cells) for a total of ninety-two particular integral
nodes. The second region has sixteen quadratic boundary elements.
Boundary conditions on the front and back faces are assumed traction
free.
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In figure6.23,thestress-strainresponseon themid-planeof
the root is given for the four (S-D) BEN analyses and compared with
the two-dimenslonalplane stress and plane strainBEN solutions
obtainedby Raveendra(1984).The three-dlmenslonalresults are in
good agreementwith oneanother,and fall betweenthe two-dlmenslonal
solutions,closer to the plane stressresult,as one would expect.
For solutlonsabovethe load level 2_m/_° = 1.0requiresa finermesh
around the notch, particularly in the volume cell dlscretizatlon.
Figure 6.24, shows another notch plate mesh for a particular
integral analysis. The boundary discretlzation is the same, but ten
additional partlcular integral nodes are added in the interior (101
particular integral nodes, total). The bottom face becomes a plane
of symmetry by applying a roller boundary condition. In order to keep
the dimension of_he plate proportional to the first analysis, the
thickness of the mesh must be reduced by one-half, since symmetry is
assumed by virtue of the additional roller boundary condition. The
stress-strain response at the root, obtained for this mesh using the
variable stiffness algorithm, is shown in figure 6.25. Results for
the three nodes across the thickness of the root are compared with the
two-dimensional solution (Raveendra, 1984). Once again, the three-
dimensional results lie between the plane stress and prane strain
solution.
6.S.6 Three-dimenslonal Analysis of a Perforated Plate
The plastic deformation of a perforated plate in tension is
analyzed under plane stress conditions. The volume distribution of
initial stress is represented using either twenty-noded isoparametric
volume cells or the point based particular integral. Each
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representation is coupled with either the iterative or the variable
Stiffness solution process, leading to a total of four distinct
algorithms. The material properties for the plate are:
E = 7000 kg/mm 2
=0.2
_o = 24.3 kg/mm2 (Von Mises yield criterion)
h = 224.0 kg/mm2
The diameter of the circular hole, at the center of the plate,'is one-
half the width, and the thickness is one-fifth the width. A quarter
of the plate is discretized in two subregions, as shown in figure
6.26. The first region, containing the root of the plate, has thirty
quadratic boundary elements. For the volume integral based analysis
the domain of this region is discretlzed using nine (twenty-node)
isoparametric cells. Inthe Particular integral analysis, particular
integrals are defined at points corresponding to the cell nodes used
in the volume integral analysis. The second region has twenty-three
boundary elements. No volume diseretlzation or definition of
particular integrals is required in this region since it remains
elastic throughout the analysis. Boundary conditions on both the
front and back faces are assumed traction free.
This problem was previously analyzed experimentally by Theocaris
and Marketos (1964) and by Zienklewicz (1977) using the finite element
method. The results obtained by the boundary element analysis is
compared to these results in figures 6.27 and 6.28. The stress-strain
response at the root of the plate is shown in figure 6.27. The
results obtained using the various BEM algorithms show good agreement
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with one another and with the variable stiffnessFEM analysis.
Differences between the iteratlve and varlable stiffness BEM
formulationsare much less significanthan the differencein thetwo
FEM algorithms.The volumeintegralbaseBEM procedureexhibits
greater stiffness than the particular integral method. In figure
6.28, the stress distribution between the root and the free surface of
the specimen is shown for a load of 2emI_ ° = 0.91. Once again,
excellent agreement is obtained among the four boundary element
analysis. In order to evaluate the degree of convergence of the
results, a mesh with sixteen volume cells (or the particular integral
equivalent) was studied. The results were unchanged from those shown.
The present analysis was carried out on the Cray-1 computer. The
CPU times for the four algorithms were:
Particular Integral/Iterative = 254 sec.
Particular Integral/Variable Stiffness = 358 sec.
Volume IntegralIIterative = 272 sec.
Volume Integral/Variable Stiffness = 361 sec.
6.3.7 Two-dimenslons!Analyslsof a PerforatedPlate
The perforated plate of the previous problem is analyzed using
the particularintegral based,inelastic,two-dlmenslonal,plane
stress analysis. Three discretlzations, shown in figure 6.29, are
used to model the plate. Each mesh is divided into two subreglons.
The initial stressdistributionin the inelasticregionis defined
using the particular integral representation. Twenty, forty-one and
sixty-five nodes are used, respectively, in these discretizations to
define the particular integrals.
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A solution is obtained using the variable stiffness method, and
the results are compared with the particular integral based, variable
stiffness results of the previous three-dimensional analysis. The
stress-strain response at the root of the plate is shown in figure
6.30. The results obtained for the two-dimensional discretizations
are in good agreement with the three-dimenslonal solution. The
results of the more refined (65 particular integral nodes) mesh,
however, exhibits a smoother response and follows the three-
dimensional solution more closely than the other two-dlmenslonal
results. The axial stress distribution across the plate, from the
root to the free edge, is shown in figure 6.31. All two-dlmensional
results vary from the three-dimension solution, however, overall
agreement is observed.
6.4 CONCLUDING RD_&RKS
In this chapter, a range of problems of practical interest have
been analyzed using the axisymmetric, two- and three-dimensional,
thermal, elastic and inelastic boundary element formulations of
previous chapters. In addition to displacement and traction boundary
loads, body forces due to self-weight, centrifugal, and thermal loads
are considered. The solutions obtained in the analyses were compared
to known solutions when they exist, and good agreement was found in
most cases. Many of the problems were analyzed using various
alternative procedures to illustrate the relative accuracy of these
methods. Also demonstrated was the multi-region capability of the
computer code which enables one to model a body in substructured
parts; thus dramatically reducing the cost of the analysis.
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ZFigure 6.1a
Clamped Circular Plate
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Figure 8.1b
Axisymmetric Mesh of a Circular Plate
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Figure 6.2
Radial and Tangential Stress through a Circular Plate
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Figure 6.3
Shear Stress though a Circular Plate
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Figure 6.4
Conical Water Tank subjected to Hydrostatic Pressure
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Figure 6.5
Hoop Stress in a Conical Tank due to Hydrostatic Pressure and Self-weight
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Figure 6.6
Contours of Tangential Stress in a Rotating Hub.
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Figure 6.7
Contours of Equivalent Stress in a Rotating Hub
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Axisymmetric Mesh of a Thick Cylinder of Two Materials
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Figure 6.10
Axisymmetric Steel Pressure Vessel
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Discretization of Pressure Vessel Mesh by Region
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Vertical Deflection of Point A of the Pressure Vessel with Increasing Pressure
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Axisymmetric Mesh of a Cylindrical Rod
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Figure 6.14
Residual Radial Stress in a Cylindrical Rod
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Figure 6.15
Residual Tangential Stress in a Cylindrical Rod
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Residual Axial Stress in a Cylindrical Rod
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Boundary Discretization of an Axisymmetric Halfspace under a Flexible Circular Footing
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Figure 6.19
Load-Displacement Behavior under a Circular Footing
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Vertical Stress at the Origin under a Circular Footing
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Radial Stress at the Origin under a Circular Footing
Figure 6.22
Boundary and Volume Discretization of a Three-dimensional Notch Plate
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Figure 6.23
Stress-Strain Response (on the Mid-plane) at the Root of a
Three-dimensional Notch Plate
Figure 6.24
Three-dimensional Discretization of a Notch Plate for Particular Integral Analysis
:Figure 6.25
Stress-Strain Response at the Root of a Notch Plate,
Particular Integral - Variable Stiffness (Plane Stress) Analysis
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:Figure 6.26
Three-Dimensional Mesh of a Perforated Plate
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Figure 6.27
Stress-Strain Response at the Root of a 3-D Perforated Pl'ate
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Figure 6.28
Stress Distribution across a 3-D Perforated Plate near Collapse Load (at 2am/ao = 0.91)
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Discretization of a Two-dimensional Perforated Plate
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Stress-Strain Response at the Root of a Perforated Plate (Plane Stress)
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Figure 6.31
Stress-Distribution across a Perforated Plate (Plane Stress)
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CHAPTERSEVEN
CONCLOSIONSANDREC ATIONS
7.I GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Considerable effort was aimed at extending all formulations
presented in this dissertation to their axlsymmetric form.- The
inelastic axlsymmetric BEM analysis of this work represents the most
advanced implementation of its kind. The initial stress expansion
technique was particularly helpful in axisymmetry to overcome the
difficulty in calculating the coefficient of a singular point near the
origin.
A direct, variable stiffness type inelastic solution algorithm
was, for the first _ime, implemented in a general purpose, multiregion
computer code. Although the computational time of analysis for this
method is greater than that of the conventional iterative procedure, a
distinct advantage of the variable stiffness method is its ability to
produce a solution close to the collapse state of stress.
New boundary element formulations, based on particular integrals,
were introduced for the treatment of body forces and nonlinear
effects. The method eliminated the need for volume integrals or extra
surface integrals to account for these effects. Furthermore, the
method is applicable to other BEM analysis which involve an
inhomogeneous differential equation.
Finally, inhomogeneous formulations were presented for elastic
and (for the first time) inelastic media. The formulations accounted
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for thermally induced inhomogeneities and those resulting fromnatural
variation in material parameters. The equation system of this
analysis is arranged in the same form as the homogeneous-material
system. This allowed existing inelastic solution algorithms to be
employed without modification.
7.2 RECOMMENDATIONSFORFUTDREWORK
In order to facilitate future research based on the findings of
the present work, the following recommendations are presented:
1. The axisymmetric analysis of the present work is capable of
handling axisymmetrio (boundary and body force)loading
only. Although the axisymmetric elastic analysis for
arbitrary loading exists, to date, the inelastic formulation
does not, and therefore, should be developed.
2. Further refinement for efficiency is needed in the variable
stiffness inelastic solution algorithm. At present, a
solution of a new system matrix is required at every load
step. A new strategy, utilizing a re-solution of the
previous increment's decomposed matrix system at alternate
load steps, may be possible.
3. The variable stiffness method is more stable than the
iterative algorithm near the collapse state of stress,
however, the iterative method is capable of plastic strain
softening where the present variable stiffness
implementation is not. It is conceivable that a hybrid
method could be developed that would incorporate the best
features of both methods.
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4. The present work has been more concerned with the
development of BEM as an instrument for solving inelastic
problems than with the development of inelastic models for
BEM. This was obvious since only the Von Mises yield
criterion (with hardening) was employed. Now with the
present inelastic BEM analysis refined to such an advanced
stage, more realistic material models need to be included
for the study of more complex materials.
5. The analyses in this dissertation are limited to problems of
material nonlinearities. Problems such as metal forming
require the modeling of geometric nonlinearities associated
with finite displacement theory. BEM formulations should be
developed based on this theory. An extended form of the
particular integral based method can be derived for this
purpose or the conventional volume integral approach can be
used.
6. Although the present functional form of the global shape
function, chosen for the approximation of the particular
integrals, produced satisfactory results, further research
still should be devoted to the discovery of new functions.
7. The axisymmetric and two-dimenslonal inhomogeneous
formulations developed in this dissertation should be
extended to three-dlmensional analysis. However, the
extension to three-dimensions greatly increases the overhead
of the analysis, and therefore, an efficiency study should
be carried out to determine its feasibility.
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8. The variable stiffness algorithm, the particular integral
formulation, and the inhomogeneity formulation all have one
thing in common. All involve a large amount of matrix
manipulations. Therefore, to maximize the efficiency of
these new methods, the computer code should be vectorized to
exploit the state-of-the-art computer technology.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I -NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
I.A Shape Funetion_
When a body is discretlzed, as described in Chapter 2, shape
functions are used to describe the geometry and field variables across
the boundary element (or cell) in terms of nodal variables. Geometry
coordinates; displacements, tractions, and initial stresses are
expressed in terms of shape functions as
xi = Na(_) xi-a
ui= Na( )
--Q
ti = Na(_) ti
o = M_(nl,n2) -ocij "(_ij)
where
Na and M_ represent the shape function,
a and _ the order of the shape function,
_" _I and _2 are intrinsic (local) coordinates, and
the bar indicates the nodal values.
Some common shape Functions used in this dissertation are given
below. Additional shape functions can be found in text books, (e.g.
BanerJee and Butterfield, 1981).
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Three-noded, one-dlmenslonal shape functions (Figure A.I):
1
1
M2(n)= - _ ,t(1-_)
M3(_I)= (I+n)(1-_I)
Eight-noded, two-dlmenslonal shape function (Figure A.2):
I
Ma(_l,_ 2) = _(l+Sal_ 1)(l+sa2_2)(sal_l+sa2_2-1) = 1,2,3,4
1 (1-n_) - 5,7Ma(_11) = _(1+sa2_2) =
Me(_1 1) = _(l+Salnl)(1-n ) a = 6,8
where Sal takes the sign of _i coordinates. The shape functions for
six-noded triangular elements can be obtained by collapsing the
quadrilateral to triangle.
Twenty-noded, tbree-dlmenslonal shape £unetlon (Figure A.3):
1
Ma(_l,_2o_ 3) = _ (1+Sal_1)(1+sa2_2)(1+Sa3_3)(Sal_l+Sa2_2+Sa3_3-2)
a=1..8
Ma(_l) =4_(11-_)(1+sa2_2)(1+sa3_3)_ a=9. .12
1 l_n_)(l+Sal_l) a=13..16Ma(nl)= _( (l+sa3n3)
1 l__)(l+Sal_l)(l+sa2_2) a=17..20
where Sal assumes the sign of _I coordinates.
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I.B Jaeobian Yraa_for_atio_
Boundary elementmapplng:
A curvilinear (2-D) llne element can be mapped into one-
dimensional space using the following Jacoblan transformation
dO(x)= JL(n)dn
where
axi 8xi I/2
JL(n) = [ a_ 8_ ]
i = 1,2 fora two-dlmenslonal
curvilinearelement
Similarly, a curvilinear (3-D) surface element can be mapped into two-
dimensional space using the following Jacobian transformations
dS(x) = Js(nl,n2)d_idn2
where
Js(nlO_12) = [d_+ d2+ d2]I/2
ax2 8x3 ax2 ax3
dI = ( )
o_1 O_2 a_ 2 O_1
axIax3 axIax3
= )
d2 ( a_l _2 _2 _I
axIax 2 axIax 2
d3 = ( )
a_1 8_2 a_2 8_1
Volume oellmapplng:
Two- and three-dimensional volume celis can be mapped into two-
and three-dimensional space, respectively, using the following
Jacobian transformations
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dA(x) = J(_l,_2) d_Id_2
dV(x) = J(_1,_2,_3) d_1d_2_3
where
aX.
J(_i)= lla-_jll
i,J = 1,2 for two-dimenslons
i,J = 1,2,3for three-dlmenslons
I.C Gauss-LegendreFormula
In one dimension,the applicationof.Gauss-Legendreformula
(StroudandSeorest,1966)isexpressedas
1 A
f(x)dx } waf(xa)
-1 =a=l
where
f(x) is the prescribed function,
wa is the weight at sampling point a,
2.
sa is the abscissae of the sampling point, and
A is the order of the integration rule.
Two-and three-dimensional integrals are evaluated through
repeatedapplicationof the above formula:
1 1 A B
_ I f(x,y)dxdy } } wawb f(xa,xb)
-1 -1 =a=lb=l
and
1 1 1 A B C
-1_Sf(x'Y'z)dxdydz-1- =a}l=b=}1e=}1wawbwcf(xa' yb" zc)
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APPENDIXII -TWO-ANDTHREE-DIMENSIONALKERNELFUNCTIONS
The kernel functionsfor the two-and three-dimenslonalboundary
integral equations for displacementand stressare presentedbelow.
In thesedefinitionsthe parameterd=2 is used for two-dlmensions
(planestrain)and d=3 for three-dlmenslons.The indlcialnotation
ranges from 1 to 2 for two-dimensions,and from 1 to 3 for three-
dimensions._The two-dlmenslonalplane stresskernel functionsare
derivedfrom the plain strainfunctionby usinga modifiedmaterial
parameter_ = /(I+v).
II.A DisplacementEquation
uj(_)= fs [Gij(x,_)ti(x)- Fij(x,_)ui(x)]ds(x)
+ /v [Gij(x,_)fi(x)+ Bikj(X,_)C_k(X)]dv(x)
in whichGij is the fundamentalpoint forcesolutiondue to Kelvin
(Love,1944)
CI
Gij(x,_) = (d_1)r(d_2)[C26ij[(d-2).+ (d-3)In(r)]+ zizj]
where
1
Cl - 8_(I-_)
C2 = (3-4
Yi = xi-_i
r2 = yiYi
• = Yiirz 1
and d is the dimensionality of the problem.
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Gij representsthe displacementui(x)at x in directioni due to a
pointforceej(_)at _ in directionJ,
i.e. Ui(x)= Gij(x,_)ej(_)
It should he noted that the two-dimensionalsolution includesan
arbitraryconstanttermAij in additlonto theexpressionsprovidedby
the aboveequationssince,unlikethe three-dlmensionalcasewhereGij
vanishesas r_ =, the expressionfor Gij doesnot vanishas r_= for
two-dimensionalproblems.
The Bijk kernel representsthe strainscorrespondingto the
fundamentaldisplacementsolutlonand is givenas
CI
BiJk(X'_)(d_1)rCd-1)[C4(SJkZi+S kZJ)-Sljzk+dzlZjZk]
where
C4 = (1-2_)
The Fij kernel represents the tractions on an incline normal
nk(x) due to a point force:
CS
Fij(xo_) = (d_1)r(d-1) [C4(njzi-nlzj) + (C451J + dzizj)Zmnm]
II.B StressEquation
eiJ(_) = Is [G_jk(X'_)ti(x)- F_jk(X'_)ui(x)]ds(x)
" _ _)_p]dV+ /v [GiJk(X'_)fi(x)+ BipJk(X'
where
c3 [c4( . -SjkZi).d=izjzk]G_jk(X'_)= - (d-l) 6iJZk 6ikZJ(d-1)r
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and
C5
F_jk(X,_) - (d_l)rd [ni(C66jk - dC4zjzk) - nj(C45ik + d(_)zizk)
- nk(C46ij + d(_)ziz j) - dzmnm [C48jkZi + (_)SikZ j
- (_) 5ijzk - (d+2)zizjzk]]
C3
B_ _ _ _
IpJk(z'_) - d [C4(6ip6Jk 61JSkp 61k6Jp d6jkZlZp)(d-1)r
- d6ipZjZk - d(_)(6ijZkZp + 6jpZiZk + 6kpZiZj + 6ikZjZp)
+ d(d+2)zlzjZkZp]
-1
C3 - 4_(1-_)
= ,,-p
C5 2_(1-_)
C6 --(I-4_)
The integration of the BiJkl kerne! is strongly singular and must
be treated as a Lebesgue integral. This term can be decomposed into
Cauchy principle-value integral and a free term J_Jkl(_):
fv _BiJkl(X'_)dv(x) fv -_= BiJkl(X,_)dv(x) + Jijkl(_)
where
je C8
ipJk - d(d+2) [[(d2-2) - (_)(d2-4)]6ijSkp + [1-(?)(d+2)6ipbjk]]
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APPENDIXIII - AXISYMMETRICKERNELFUNCTIONS
Here,the displacementand stresskernel functionsused in the
axlsymmetrlc boundary element analysis of bodies subjected to
axisymmetrlcboundaryloadsand initialstressbodyforcesaregiven.
The GIj kernelof equation(III.2)is the ringsourcesolutlon,
first derived by Kermanldls(197S)and Cruseet.al. (1977).Other
authorsBaker and Fenner (1983)andTan (1984)have defined Gij as
the transpose of the ring solutlon. In the followlng r and z
correspondto the fleldpoint,and R and Z are the integration(Gauss)
8
points. Note, although_ = - a-Zholdstrueforaxial(z)direction
in axlsymmetrlokernels, suchis not the casefor the radlal (r)
8
direction,i.e._ _ - _.
A 2,R term, which appears after integration in the
direction,has beenabsorbedin the kernel_therefore,the numerical
integrationis performedover a curve dC . SomeotherauthorsBakr
and Fenner(1983)and Cruseet.al.(1977)do not absorbthis term in
theirkernels.
III.A DlsplacementEquations
= - dC(R,Z)
uz(r's) C tGrz Gz tz tFrz Fzzj Us
I 1°; Bll B21 B31 B41 _rr+ A o(TZZBI2 B22 B32 B42j dA(R,Z)
_o
rz
o
0@0
(III.l)
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in which
Gij = AijK + BIjE i,J = r,z (111.2)
Gij being the displacement vector ui due to a ring load
intensity ej, i.e., ui(x) = Gij(x,_)ej
K = K(m) is the complete Elliptic Integral of the first kind,
and
E = E(m) is the complete Elliptic Integral of the second kind.
aGri Gri aGzi aGri aGzi-
aGzi Gri aGri aGri aGzi
aGrr aGzr aGrr aGzr Grr
B11 = a---R- B21 = aZ B31 -- a---Z-+ a---R-- B41 - R
aGrz aGzz aGrz aGzz . Grz
B12 aR B22 aZ B32 aZ + aR B42 R
where
aGij aAij aBij aK aE
aR = -_K + -_ E + Aij _-_+ Bij
aGij aAij aBij aK aE i,J = r,z
a---_-= -_-_-K +-_ E + Aij _-_+ Bij
nr = nr(R,Z) is the normal in r direction
nz = nz(R,Z) is the normal in z direction
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= a a _2)
Art _ (c3M + Z2) Brr = r_ (c3H2 + p2
oZ o2 (M- 2R2)
Arz = _-_ Brz= Rp2H
aZ a_
Azr rH Bzr rp2H
2a 2a22
Azz =_-"c 3 Bzz -
p2H _
aArr 2cc3 aBrr+ 2as1
8R =--r-H-- dlArr aR RrH .dIBrr
aArz aBrz 2aZ 1
aR = - dlArz a---R-= p2 H (R + d2) Brz
aAzr ., aBzr 2aR2
aR PlAzr ;' -a-R-= rp2H- d2Bzr
aAzz aBzz
aR = - PlAzz aR = - d2Bzz
aArr oS(1-v)Z _ aBrr 2oZ 2
a_ = rRH A2 Arr a---_= - Rr--Hs2 - H'2Brr
aArz o _ aBrz o
= = d4 - d3Brz
R-H- H-2Arz aZ Rp2H
aA a _ aB aZT ZP
.... d5 - d3Bzr
aZ rH H2 Azr aZ rp2H
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aAzz _- aBzz 4a2
H: [(R+ r)2 + 22]I/2 k,M = Lam_constants
2 = (Z- z) v = Poisson'sratio
p2 = [(R- r)2 + Z2] zr1 = fieldpoints
R(X=
8_g(l-v) ZR I = integration(Gauss)points
c 1 = X + 2g
c2=x
c3 = 3 - 4v
M = R2 + r 2 + 22
N = R2 - r2 + Z2
R + r
Pl - H2 " '
1
dl = R + Pl
2(R-r)
d2 = Pl .
p2
d3 = Z (2 + L)
p2 H2
d4 = N - 422
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d5 = N + 2_2
7.2r(M
sI = c3(R + r) + V - 2R2)
222Rr M
s2 = 03 p4 + __p--_
III.B Stress Equation
orr(r,z G° _rl Gzl tr Frl F_I ur
Go o _ o
°zz(r'z)_= _ r2 Gz2 tz - Fr2 Fz2 Uz dC(R,Z)O G G O
°rz(r'z) C Gr3 Gz_ Fr3 Fz3
O G G O
°ee(r,z) Gr4 Gz4 Fr4 Fz 4
"O O " O \
O O
A B12 B22 B32 B_2 o
°zz dA(R,Z)
G O O 0
B13 B23 B_3 B43 Orz
O
B14 B24 B_4 o oB44" OOO (III.3)
in which /
OGir .Gir OGiz
G_I = el O--r--+ c2(--7-+ -_-)
OGiz OGir.Gir
Gi2 = el 0--_- + c2_--_-+ _)
OGiz OGir
e_ = _ (-_-+-_-z)
OGir OGiz
Gir . + iGi4 = c I -_-- 02(-_-- -_-) = r,z
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aFir Fir aFiz
FIt= oI -_--+c2(-F-+-_£-)
aFiz Fir aFir
+ +
Fi2 = Cl az c2(--r---_--)
aFiz aFir
Fi3 = _ (-_ +-_)
aFir aFiz
F_4 = cl Fi.--[r+ c2(-_- r + -_-z ) i = r,zP
aGij aAij aBij aK a_ZE
a---_=-_K +-_E + Aij _-{+ Bij ar
aGii
- i,j = r,z
az aZ
aFri a2Gri I aGri a2Gzi a2Gri a2Gzi
ar - [ci aRa----{-+ C2(R a'-'_ +aZ--_-)] nr + #(_Z--_-r- +_R--R-_--)nz
aFri 82Gri I aGri a2Gzi a2Gri a2Gzi
8z - [ci aRaz + C2(R a---_+ %Z--_)] nr + _(_--_ + _R--_)nz
aFzi a2Gzi 1 aGri a2Gri 82Gri a2Gzi
ar - [ci aZar + C2(R _ + aR--_-r-)] nz + "(aZ--_ + 8R-_)nr
aFzi a2Gzi 1 aGri a2Gri a2Gri a2Gzi
az - [ClaZa_ + e2(R-_- + _ )]nz + #(aZ-_-z-+ _ )nr
i = P,Z
a2G aGrr a2Grzo rr I
BI1 = Cl aRar + c2(_ aR + 8-_ )
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a2Gzr I aGzr a2Gzz
B_I= cz azar + °2(_ a-T-*az-'_-)
a2Grr a2Gzr aGrr aGzr a2Grz a2Gzz
_h=°_<+:--_-. +-m+_. ,+[-_<-_++--_-'+€+:-m-++_--_--,]
I aGrr I aGrz
B_z= c1_ _ * % _-(_Grr* --,aT-)
a2G aGrr a2Grrc rz I
B12 = Cl aRa----_+ 02 (_ a-_--+ aR--_)
a2G 1 aGzr a2Gzr
o zz + c2 (___+B22 = el OZa_ OZ _Z--_-_-)
a2Grz a2Gzz aGrr aGzr a2Grr a2Gzr
B_2: ct (az--zaz-+ aR______)+ c2 [I (____ + _____) + (+Zar + aR-'R-_)
c 1 aGrz I I aGrr
B42 = c1'R az + 02 R (_ Grr + -a_-)
a2Grz a2Grr
B_3=. (aR--_T+ aR--_)
a2Gzz a2Gzr
a2G a2Gzz a2Grr a2Gzr
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1 aGrz aGrr
B_S = _ _ (-_ + -_)
I aGrr a2Grr a2Grz
B14 = el _ a-R + e2(a-_ + a-_z )
I aGzr a2G a2Go z_ zz
B24= el r aZ + e2(aZar+ aZaz )
1 aGrr aGzr a2G a2Gzr a2G a2Gzz
B34e= Cl _ (-_ + -_) + c2 [(azarrr+ BR--_) + (_-_+Zaz _ )
I 1 aGrr aGrz
B44 = eI _-_Grr + c2 R (-_ +-_)
where
a2Gij a2Aij aAij aK aAiJ aK a2K
aRaV = aRaV K + aR ar + ar aR + Aij
a2Bij aBij aE aBij aE a2E
+ aRar E + aR ar + ar aR + Bij _--_, i,J = r,z
Similar for a2Gij a2G
• iJ and
aRaz ' aZar aZaz
aArr 2c3a aBrr 2a
ar = -_--- elArr ar = - R-_s3 - elBrr
aArz aBrz 2aZr
ar PlArz a---_ Rp2H e2Brz
aAzr aBzr 20_
ar elAzr -_ = p2H - esBzr
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aA aBzz
ZZ
= - PlAzz _ = - e2Bzz
aAij aAij aBij aBij l,J = r,z
a--K=- a---_- a---E= az
a2Arr 2c3oe I aArr
,_Rar - _- fIArr - d1-_--r
a2Arz aArz _ .
=_ ZIA_z-dI
a2Azr aAzr ,.
_R--_ = - flAzr - Pl ar
a2Azz aAzz
_R---_= - flAzz - Pl ar
a2B aBrr
rr 2m _ dl
aRa_ = R-_ ( @tel - tI) - fiBrr
B2B 2c_ aBr-----_z
rz - + e2 - f2Brz - g3 ar
aRa_ = p2H
a2Bzr - 2aR--_Ze3 - f2Bzr - d2 ar
8R--_-r-= rp2H
a2Bzz aBzz ,
aR--_=- f2Bzz- d2--_-r
_2Arr 2c3a_ aAr____rr
aRa----_= + _ + f3Arr - dl az
rH3
a2Arz aArz
aRa_ = + f3Arz - dI
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a2Azr aAzr
aRaz - + f3Azr - Pl az
a2Azz aAzz
aRaz - + f3Azz- Pl az
a2Brr 2e (Z__ aBrr
aRaz = - rR---H2 sl - t3) + f3Brr - d1-_--z
a2Brz 2a aBrz
.... (I - Zd3) + f4Brz - g3 az
aRaz p2 H
a2B aBzrzr 2aR
-- = (I - Zd3) + f4Bzr - d2 az
aRaz rp2H
a2Bzz aBzz
aR-_ = + f4Bzz - d2-_-_-z
a2A
rr 8(I-_)_Z 2Z Z aArr
aZar = RrH el + H-{PlArr - H-2 _r
a2Arz o (gl P2Pl)za RH -
a2A
zr = c__ ( _ gl)aZar rH elP2
a2A
zz 2Z _ aAzz
aZar = _ PlAzz H2 ar
82B
rr 2aZ 2Z Z aBrr
aZar = _ (s2el - t2) +H-{ PlBrr H2 ar
a2Brz a aBrz
= (e2d4 + 2r) - g4Brz - d3 -_r
aZar Rp2H
236 -
a2Bzr o (e3d5 + 2r) - g4Bzr - d3 ar
= - rp2--_
a2Bzz _ 4____2e _ g4Bzz _ d3 ar
= p2H
a2Arr 8(1-_)o Z2 P3Arr _ E..aArr
aza---F=-_(1-_- H2 _2 az
a2Arz _ 322
aArz
azaz H2 az
a2Azr _ 3_ZZaAzr
azaz H2 az
a2Azz P3 - _---0A_ZZ
aZa_ = H2 Azz E2 az
a2Brr ' 2_ Z2 t42t _ P_/3 Z aBrraz+_=+_[_2(I-_ + .2_ - _ -n-z
a2Brz_ + _----°(d3d4 + 6Z) + gsBrz- d3 az
aZaz Rp2H
a2Bzr= o _ az
a2Bzz - 4a-5--(I - d32) + g5Bzz - d3 az
= f,2H
1 gl = fl (R + r) + Pl
eI = _ + Pl
2(R-r) g2 = fs(R+ r)
e2 = Pl -
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I i
e3 =- + e2 g3 = _ + d2r
I 2(pi)2 [(R+r) 2(R-r)
fl - H2 g4 = - 2_ L'H-4 p4 ]
_ __ . 2 1 _ 222(2 + I__)f2 = 2 + [2(R-r)]2 + fl g5 = -- + --
p2 p2 p2 H2 p4 H4
2PlZ R+r_2
f3 = - 7 P2 = ("-H'J
4Z 2_2
f4 = f3 p4 (R - r) P3 = (HT- I)
_2
s3 = c3(R + r) + _-_ (rp2 + M(R - r))
Z2
.tI = c3 + 2(_) 2 + -- (H - 2R2)[I + 4r(R-r)/p 2]
p2 p4
t 2 = _-_ [P 2(R2 - r 2) - 422r(R-r)_
_ 2Zr [(M - 2R2)(1 - 2 22) + 22]
t3 p4 p2
t4 : _ 8rR____Z(R - r) 2
p6
III.C Axlsymmetrlc Jump Term Tensor, JIjkl(_ )
The Jump term (or free term) that is associated with the Lebesgue
domain integral of the stress equation is given below. This Jump term
corresponds to the axisymmetric 'initial stress' formulation defined
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in equation(III.3).
Using notation corresponding to equation (Ill.S)
(3-4_) (1-4_) 0 0 _o
PP
-1 (1-4v) (3-4_) 0 0 oGZZ
[J](G°} = 8(1-_) 0 0 2 0 G°rz
-4_ -4_ 0 8(1-_) v_°e
When the field point falls at the origin the Jump term tensor
given above is no longer valid. For this situation the three-
dimensional Jump term tensor given below should be used.
/ \
2(4-5v) (1-5_) 0 (1-5_) a°
rr
-1 (1-5_) 2(3-4_) 0 (1-5_) _zz°
[j]{eo} = 15(1-_) 0 0 (7-5_) 0 erz°
(1-5 _) (1-5_) 0 2(4-5_) _°ev
III.D Elliptic Integrals
The complete elliptic integral of the first (K(m)) and second
(E(m)) kind With modulus m can be defined as
./2
K(m) = f de
[1-m sin2e] 1/2
./2
E(m) = _ [1-m sin2e]l/2de
o
The modulus corresponding to the axisymmetric kernel Is given as
4Rr
m = H-_- mI = 1 - m
For numerical calculations, the integrals are approximated using the
following polynominal approximation (Abramowltz and Stegun, 1974) for
(0! m <1).
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4t=o
4
1=1
[e(m)] is _ 2 x 10-8 and ai, bi, ci and di are constantsdefined
below:
o0 = 1.38629 436112 b0 = .5
a I = .09666 344259 b I = .12498 593597
o 2 = .03590 092383 b2 = .06880 248576
a3 = .03742 563713 b3 = .03328 355346
"4 = .01451 196212 b4 = .00441 787012
c I = .44325 141463 dI = .24998 368310
c2 = .06260 601220 d2 = .09200 180037
c3 = .04757 383546 d3 = .04069 697526
e 4 = .01736 506451 d4 = .00526 449639
III.E Derivative of Elllptlc Integrals
aK aE hl
Ff=hlP a-_= R2Q
a!= - zP aE =z___o
az az H2
aK M-2P2 aE M-2r2
ar 2r P _r 2rH2
aK aK aE a_ZE
a'q = az a"-£= - az
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. a2E I r hl
a2K r p + hlh2 .... 2hlPl)Q_ _aKr a%__Er_
a2K _. a2E 2h1+ _ Q hl (a__.K aE)
a--RTz=-_P-hths a-_z=- (.-q-_)_2 m+ az az
82K h2_ O2E _ 2___ _ OK OE°,.,,- ,z,--v= _,+_°+g [w ++
a2K _ + P + hsZ a2E _ __1 2 g2 E aK aE+z,..- ,,.°--+= ,+(' - +)°+;+[w v++ib
E K
where P = Q = K - E
p2 H2
M-2R2
hl - 2R
h2 = I oaE + 2(R-r) E 1 aK + --2PlK
p2 ar p4 H2 ar H2
_ 2___+"E I aE + 1 aK + 2__K
h3 = p4 p2 az H2 az H4
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